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Outstanding Greeks
earn honors for year
ofdedicated work

Soft-tossing Dominic Petracca is the heart
of baseball's fiery bullpen -sEESPORTs,B1
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Bentley accused of approving forgery on official forms
TIFFANY BECK
Senior Staff Writer
(•

SGA Student Body President Willie
Bentley agreed to freeze the executive
branch account Monday in response to
allegations that he authorized a cabinet
official to forge his signature on a travelrequest form.
But then, at 5 p.m. Wednesday, he
reversed himself, unfreezing the
account because he "deemed the allegations frivolous:•
A special session of Senate had been
called but was canceled when Bentley
agreed to freeze the account himself.
Bentley said he doesn't expect any
action from the Senate despite his
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unfreezing of the account.
"I see no reason why there should be
any [action];' Bentley spid
Also on Monday, Bentley fin~d two
executive branch officials, one of whom
brought the situation to light and one of
whom file impeachment papers againSt
Bentley. Because the semester - and
Bentley's term - is nearly over, an
impeachment is unlikely.
. Travel requests require two signatures and can be signed by the president,
vice president or comptroller.
If necessary, the president is authorized to have others sign in his absence as
long as they notify the accounting office,
but the authorized person has to sign
their own name, not the name of the

president. When the president returns,
he or she is to sign off on the request.
According to former Comptroller
Ryan Marlar, Bentley did not have the
person he authorized sign their own
name; instead, Bentley had them sign his
name.
"This was a real lapse of judgment;'
Marlarsaid
Marlar is the person who first
noticed that the signatures did not
match, and he alerted others in SGA and
the Activity and Service Fee business
office. Marlar said he talked to several
advisers and alerted Speaker of Senate
Eric Schwartz to the situation. Schwartz
called a special session of Senate to
decide whether to freeze the executive

accounts.
"Some of the false accusations allege
I authorized a person to forge my signature on a document;' said Bentley in a
released statement, "When I merely
authorized another to sign a form on my
behalf in a transparent manner, which is
legal."

Bentley said in the statement that the
comptroller attempted to freeze his
accounts for political reasons.
"He (Marlar) stated on numerous
occasions that our accounts were nearly
depleted;' Bentley said "However, fve
been informed by a university administrator our accounts total more than
$60,000 with just one week left of
school"

UCF StnartCard's
graphics -win -best
design award at
2006 conferen·ce

UCF artists
wanted for
neWmedia
onlineshow

Wmning card created by
former UCF student; 25
other schools in competition

'Mobicapping: Mobile Image
Capture in a New Century'
a fresh concept for UCF

MARISA SPYKER
Contributing Writer

HALLEY PROCTOR
StaffWriter

(
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Mobicapping, an international juried onliiie
exhibition, invites applicants for their upcoming
exhibit, "Mobicapping: Mobile Image Capture in
the New Century."
Mobicapping is short for mobile image capture (still, moving, and/or with sound).
According to mobicapping.com, "Mobicapping is the new creative and technological practice borne. of the instant capture and immediate
international distribution potential of images,
movies and sounds via cell phones and other
portable electronic devices."
This is the first time UCF has held an online
exhibition of this form of art.
"People have done this in the past few years
and have made an exhibit like this, but they
lacked the theory," Scott F. Hall, curator and cofounder of the exhibition, as well as assistant
professor of art in the MF.A graduate program
in studio art. "We coined the word 'Mobicapping' and feel it has been lacking terminology."
Mobicapping has introduced a new media for
instant art, an art in which instant snapshots
from a mobile electronic device are created
innovatively.
"There has been a transition from the concept of snapshots," Hall said ''About 150 years
ago, photos tended to be stuffed in the closet. It
is different now with portable media, and you
can send things to people worlclwide."
This evolution in devices that can instantly·
keep record of memories is not limited to the
snapshot, but art has been injected into handheld video and portable sound recording
devices.
·~y electronic device, iPods, point and ~hoot
cameras, cell phones, any mobile electronic
device can be used," said E. Brady Robinson,
curator and co-founder of the exhibition, as well
as assistant professor of art. "This marks a cultural shift a lot with the immediate capturing of
sound We are wondering where the art is in all
of this"
The event is entirely self-funded. Even without paid advertising, there have already been
submissions from Italy and Holland
"We are a research 1 university, so we can
involve new media because of the Internet," Hall
said
Technology has evolved over the years from
pinhole cameras to single-lens-reflex cameras
and from 8 mm movie cameras to digital camcorders. Art itselfhas transformed a great deal in
the past hundred years as well. Artists do not
feel limited to a certain medium. Robinson said
it seems only natural that art would progress
into the realm of Mobicapping.
·
"Performance art was a form of art outside of
the gallery," he said "It was not accommodated
and was considered alternative. Like Mobicapping, it is not easily confined. The Internet
opens up audience and can't fit into the white
walls of the gallery."
PLEASE SEE

ART ON AB

He said he suspected Marlar oftrying
to retaip. money in the accounts to
increase the budget of the incoming
administration. ·
"'There's nothing wrong with Iru!king
sure there's money in the executive
accounts for transitional government;•
Marlar said
~
He said it is the normal job of the
comptroller to ensure there is funding
for the two months of expenses during
the transitional government before next
year's budget begins.
On Monday, Bentley fired Marlar
from his position a5 comptroller. That
same day Judicial Advisor Brooks Brickell submitte.d impeachment papers
against Bentley, and he was fired a5 well.
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Aerospace engineering senior Naseem Garner shows his cards as part of a game oflexas Hold 'em. He plays with a groups of
dose friends at least once a week. The games are for entertainment and rarely involve high stakes.

KNOW WHEN TO

Award-winning creativity shines in the wallets ofUCF students who hold the UCF card
The National Association of Campus Card
Users, which held its 13th annual conference the
last weekend in March, honored UCF with the
Best Card Design Award for 2006. UCF Card
Services Manager Tammy Kidder represented
UCF at the Conference and accepted the awar
in its honor.
"We are all very excited and proud to receiv;
. this award from our university peers," Kidde
said at the conference. .
The National Association of Campus Car
Users, to which over 400 schools belong
includirig University of Florida and Florida Stat
- allowed attendees of the conference t
. browse and vote for their favorite school car
design. UCF won the award through majori
vote, beating out 25 other universities who ha
entered their cards.
"The UCF Card is unique because it is th
only pure graphics card," Kidder said. 'M of th
other [school cards] had pictures of their qun
pus, mascot, or landscapes."
What makes the card even more special ·
the source of its uniqueness. The black and gol
graphic design on the card was the brainchild o
one of UCF's students at the time, Whitney ·
Hill, who recently graduated from UCF in th
summer of 2005, collaborated w}.th V CF Car
PLEASE SEE DESltiN ON
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2 professoi;s earn
Pegasus Award
for achievement

~tudents play poker for fun,

money; increase in
gambling prompts creation of UCF task force

Karen Dow, Mubarak Shah
recognized for field researc
SUSIE ORR
Staff Writer

PUJA MANDOLFO
Contributing Writer

. Nine close friends sit around a table,
surrounding id~ntical piles of poker chips
and a pile of cash.
Aqua Teen Hunger Force plays in the
background while engineering senior
Naseem Garner deals two cards to each
player. 'this game of Texas Hold'em begins
around 10 p.m. and could go for four hours
or longer.
Garner is among a growing number of
UCF students who are making this is a typical Saturday night; some students even
play every day. A few extreme students
make a living by playing online. Regardless
of how it's played, poker is rapidly gaining
popularity as a sport that you don't have to
be an athlete to win.

"It's fun, competitive, I am good at it, and
you don't need to depend on any sort of
team like basketball, baseball and football,
you just depend on your skills and knowledge," sophomore business major Eric
Cooper said
The invention of tiny cameras that allow
you to see players' cards helped poker
become a spectator sport broadcasted to
audiences at almost every hour of the day.
The constant availability of this sport has
created the potential for addiction. However, for those who play responsibly, poker is
a popular way for a wide variety of students
to spend a night and possibly make some
PLEASESEE

, 1\vo professors were presented with the B
sus Professors Award during the UCF Founde
Day Convocation, which took place April 5.
Karen Dow and Mubarak Shah were t ·
year's recipients. They are the ninth and ten
recipients in UCF's history with the program.
The Pegasus Professors Award is given to fa
ulty in order to recognize their achievements ·
both teaching and research. Each school no
nates professors with letters of recommendatio
Dow and Shaw were notified personally by Pre
ident John Hitt after they had been selected
"I was really surprised actually," Dow said '
was also delighted and my third reaction was
great honor. Not so much for me, but for us,
school of nursing:•
Both recipients have many accomplishmen
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AROUND
CAMPUS
N ews and notices for
the UCF community

llture goes on hiatus.
The Future is taking a
reak and will return to print
n the first day of the summer
emester, May 15. During the
ummer sessions, the Future
rill be printed once a week
n Mondays.
~RC's hours extended

The Student Academic
:!source Center will be open
4 hours a day this week in
rder for students to prepare
>r finals.
Free food will be available
ach night between 8 p.m. and
a.m.
Peer tutors and supple1ental instruction leaders
rill be conducting final
!view sessions during the
tSt week of class and through
na1s week. . .
Final review sessions are
:heduled for math, econom:s, business cµid art history
ourses.
Tutors and SI leaders will
e available for last minute
uestions in the SARC Lab in
arious subject areas from 8
.m. to8am.
SARC is located in Phillips
Call Room llS.

ibrary hours extended
The library will also have
xtended hours and will be
pen until 3 a.m. today' for
nalsweek.

econd Annual Banana Day
The School of Nursing will
resent its second annual
.anana Day event at the
lomeless Alliance Center in
•aytona Beach on Friday
um 10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. The
:udents will also provide a
mch with healthy banana
·eats to the homeless, along
rith educational materials
d tests. The Homeless
· ce Center is located at
6 North St. in Daytona
ach.

For more information. call
arifrances Gullo at 386-29599.

ab some graduation tickets
Graduation tickets will be
ailable April 24-29 at the
CF
Bookstore.
Any
claimed · tickets will be
en out as extra tickets on
onday. Make sure you pick
your original set of tickets.
it the registrar's Web site
r information if you are
ble to pick up tickets.
a tickets are given out at a
st-come, first-serve basis.
e UCF Bookstore will open
8:00 a.m. on Monday.
For more information. call
e UCF Bookstore at 407-

-2665.

CORRECTION.

.
Karen Hofmann founded

Don't call him a groundskeep~r ·
Self-proclaimed 'keeper of the grounds' Clarence.Gainey loves UCF, his job, sports
phones. It's as U: ''You don't have
a cell phone, you ain't cool;'
Gainey says.
From 7 am. to 3:30 p.m.,
Though the campus and its
Clarence Gainey works what he students have changed, Gainey
calls a "large-scale yard job." says he has always had the same
Gainey, 65, drives around cam- attitude toward his job.
pus on his John Deere Gator
"I take a lot of emphasis in
tractor cleaning up trash and what I do," he said
beautifying the campus as a
His dedication arises from
groundskeeper, a job he has had early in his life, when his parents
for 30 years.
raised him to complete tasks
But Gainey prefers to be well or not at all
called ''keeper of the grounds;' a
He also credits his easygoing
title which he says adds a little personality. "I'm pretty much
sophistication to the job. This content 90 percent of the time;'
pride in his work marks he said
Gainey's career, which began in
He is a soft-spoken man, of
1977.
average height with a curly gray
In nearly 30 years, Gainey beard, who chooses his words
has worked under four universi- carefully and doesn't like to be
ty presidents and seen many in the limelight
Gainey's coworkers and
changes. He remembers when
there were no shuttles or park- supervisors praise his work
ing garages, and finding a park- ethic. "If he trimmed trees, it
ing space wasn't a 45-minute would be straight across the top.
ordeal He remembers draining It would be perfect,".said James
the Reflection Pond so that it Rouse, an auto equipment
could hold folding chairs for an mechanic at the Physical .Plant
outdoor graduation ceremony. who has known Gainey for 50
He remembers the beginning of years. If he saw an uneven spot
the inside
joke .among on the tree, Gainey would climb .
groundskeepers that led · to back up the ladder and retrim it
UCF's infamous nickname: until it was e'xactly right. ''You
Under Construction Forever. could know his work from anylie remembers doing all his body else's," Rouse says.
work manually: pruning with ·
Gainey speaks his mind but
hand shears, edging grass with a neverloseshistempe~
four-wheeled puSh-along edger.
"He has a good attitude
Students have changed, too, toward his work," said Tom
Gainey said They are in a bigger Conlon, assistant superintendhurry now; cilways rushing to get ent at the Physical Plant. ''He's a
somewhere. The leisurely pace - standout guy.''
that students used to have is all
Barb Brown. a Grounds
but gone. Drivers used to be Office supervisor, remembers
more courteous, he said And Gainey's patience when it took
students are always on their cell her three months to track down
Senior StaffWriter

ingenuity, Rouse said
Gainey has always enjoyed
sports. In his spare time, he likes
to catch New York Giants baseball games. And Gainey is quick
to say, 'Tm a UCF fan number 1."
Before coming to UCF,
Gainey worked a stint in the
army and had several jobs in
construction. He applied to be a
groundskeeper after another
friend told hinl about the job
opening at UCF (then known as
F:lorida Technical Univ~rsity),
and he said he vividly remembers the first day ofwork: March
23, 1977 - probably a Wednesday, according to his memory.
"How can you not remember
the first day you started the job?"
heasked
At around the time he began
wprking at UCF, Gairiey married his wife, Barbara · They
have five children and five
grandchildren. His youngest
daughter. LaTI.sha, will graduate
in May from Oviedo High
School
Gainey is approaching status
as one of the 'longest-employed
workers at UCF. There are 76
employees who been employed
with the university prior to
April 20, 1975, according to
Nancy Gayton Ellis, an assistant
manager of records at UCF's
human resources department.
Frank Rohter, an education professor, was hired in 1968 and
holds the record for longest continuous employment at UCR
But Gainey may outlast even
Rohter with his momentum. At
30 years and counting, he scoffs
at any mention of retirement:
"I'm a young man!"

Young group keyed to reproductive health
CAITLIN MCMAHON
Contributing Writer

A crowd of people, men and
women, wait outside Lazy
Moon Pizza across from UCF
one Friday night. Upon
approaching them, it's hard to
tell what all the fuss is about.
Closer to the restaurant, you
can begin to tell the crowd is
actually forming a sort of line, .
and you can see that all of the
people standing around talking
and laughing are obscuring a
row of tabies set up close to the
building.
Scattered upon the table are
pamphlets, stickers, buttons,
and an assortment of brightly
colored condoms. "Everything's free," says the woman
sitting in a chair next to the
table to some students who
seem nervous about taking the
favors.
The event is being held by
the UCF chapter of Voices for
Plamied Parenthood, as well as
the UCF chapter of the National· Organization for Women. at
Lazy Moon Pizza, which is

Allies program four years
o and continues to coordite the program. The Allies
ogram is a university-wide
ogram. and it is located in
Counseling Center.

VOX UCF is Voices for Planned pened, so I joined UCFs chapParenthood at UCF,'' Miller ter."
While Miller personally has
said "Planned Parenthood is a
network of low-cost clinics that never used Planned Parentprovide health services for both hood's clinic services, she's
men and women as well as close to plenty of people who
advocating reproductive rights. have benefited from the organiPlanned Parenthood's founder zation.
"I have never used the clinic,
Margaret Sanger wps extremely
dedicated to providing birth but I have many friends who
control, which was very contro- have. A close friend of mine·had
versial in her time, ~o every- an unplanned pregnancy, and
one."
they helped counselher, which
Miller personally became she definitely needed," Miller
mvolved with Planned Parent- said
hood ·with some encourageWhile Miller sees the benement from her mother and that fit 1 in Planned Parenthood's
led her to her interest in the focus on sex education and concampus organization of VOX traception as well as family
once it got started
planning counseling, she says
"I've been involved with that not everyone on campus is
Planned Parenthood for about quite as welcoming of VOX.
five years through online
"Most people are in favor of
activism. My mom actually was birth control and free condoms,
the one who directed me to . but many people seem to think
them because my high school Planned. Parenthood is just an
had basically abstinence-only abortion clinic, which is not the
sex-ed, and she wanted me to case," Miller said
be educated," Miller said "I was
Creative writing senior
actually interested in starting a Andrew Wilson, 20, is an antiVOX chapter at Valencia before
I came to UCF, but it never hapPLEASESEE VOX ON A8

hosting Lazy Moon Loves
Ladies wP,ere the condoms
aren't the only things that are
free. The line outside is made
up ofpeople waiting for the first
in a succession of free pizza$
served to anyone who showed
up in support of the event.
Lazy Moon Loves Ladies is
just one of the many. events
'VOX has been involved with
since its inception at the beginning if this semester. The group
has been incredibly active for
such a young organization and
is getting a .lot of attention
which is obVious from the
crowd gathered outside of Lazy
Moon.
·
1\venty-one-year-old Sarah
Miller is a sociology major
working on a women's studies ·
certificate at UCF, and she is
also an active member of VOX.
"So far, we've held a Safe Sex
Party, VOX was involved in .
Lazy Moon Loves Ladies, we
just held a pro-choice picnic,
and we've also had lots of tables
in front of the Student Union
and at health fairs," Miller said
"VOX is Latin for voiee, so

LOCAL WEATHER
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TODAY IN DETAIL

Today
MORNING SHOWERS

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
m you! If you have a club,
anization or event and
t your information to be
nsidered for the Around
pus column. send a fax to
7-447-4556 or an e-mail to
•tor@ucfnews.com. Deades are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
ursday edition. and 5 p.m.
day for the Monday edition.

a back support that he needed
for his job. ''He's a gentleman;•
Brown said ''You never see him
idle; he's always busy."
When the 2004 hurricanes
hit, Gainey witnessed the massive destruction of the grounds
he cares so much about. He
describes the fallout as hectic
and awful
"It destroyed a lot of hard
work," he said. "Trees kept
blowing down - it was a mess:•
He remembers the long weeks
of cleanup, when groundskeepers spent the night at the Physical Plant complex, and their
families camped out at the UCF
Arena
But Gainey refused to feel
anger at the devastation.
"There's always something you
don't have control over, an act of
nature," he said
Gainey patrols the whole
campus to scout for trash or
other unsightly debris that he
can stab with his trash picker
and collect in his tractor. Rouse
calls Gainey the "Candy Man''
because he stashes snacks in his
tractor for breajcs.
Gainey grew up in Oviedo
and gradt.µited from high school
in Sanford, and he still wears his
high school ring.
Rouse, who was Gainey's
neighbor and childhood friend,
remembers him as a young man
who always dressed neatly,
spoke honestly, made Pis and B's
in school and loved hunting.
As a young man. Gainey
once made tailpipes out of
swingset poles for his 1953 Ford,
Rouse said
'
Everybody laughed at his

MARY KNOWLES

High: 87° Low: 66°

Today: Early morning storms and
showers subside by the afternoon
hours. Humidity at 55 percent.
Tonight: Clear and mild. Humidity
increases to 62 percent as night falls.

Tuesday
SUNNY

~ Wednesday
PARTLY CLOUDY

High:82°
Low:67°
High:82°
Low:67°

NATION&
WORLD
Iranian officials warn against

TEHRAN, Iran - Iran's
supreme leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei said Wednesday
that if the United States ·
attacks Iran. U.S. interests
around the world would be
harmed, state-run Tehran television reported ·
Khamenei said U.S. officials have been using threatening language against Iran
for the past 27 years, but the
Iranian nation and officials do
not care about the threats.
"The Iranian nation and its
officials are peace-seekers
and the Islamic republic
would not invade anybody,';
the
television
quoted
Khamenei as sa.ying.
But he also said: "The
Americans should know that
if they invade Iran. their interests around the world would
be harmed. Iran will respond
double-fold tci any attack."
Iran is locked in a dispute
with the U.S. and its allies
over its controversial nuclear
program and is facing a U.N.
deadline Friday to suspend
uranium enrichment activities or risk possible sanctions.
Iran also dispatched its top
nuclear official for lastminute talks with a senior
IAEA official in Vienna, Austria, but diplomats said he was
unlikely to be bearing major
concessions that would alter
the n,egative tone of the
agency's report to the U.N.
Security Council.

CAIRO, Egypt - Two suicide bombers struck Wednesday outside the main base of
the multinational peacekeeping force riear the Gaza border
in Sinai, killing themselves but
causing no other casualties in
an attack two days after a
deadly triple bombing in a
beach resort.
The Interior Ministry,
meanwhile, lowered the death
toll from Monday's bombings
in the Sinai beach resort of
Dahab to 21, down from earlier reports of 24 killed It gave
no explanation.
Security · officials 1 said
Wednesday's bombers struck
about 35 minutes apart near
the main Multinational Forces
and Observer base about
three miles south of the Rafa
border crossing to Gaza in
northern Sinai.
A statement from the
Multinational Force headquarters in Rome said the two
suicide bombers died but
there were no other casualties.
About the same time and
on the Gaza side of the border,
five Palestinians were injured
when militants fired at them ·
while trying to ram an explosives-laden car into the main
Israel-Gaza crossing, Palestinian security officials said
Three Palestinian officers
opened fire on the oar as it
approached the Palestinian
side of the Karni crossing,
prompting two unidentified
militants in the car to return
frre, the security officials said
PLEASE SEE
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Sad, Worthless or Guilty
Trouble Eating or Sleeping
No Motivation
Difficulty Concentrating
Feeling Downhearted or Blue
f you are experiencing any of these symptoms. you
ight be interested in a medic al researc h study for
dults who experience symptoms of depression. If you
ualify, all study-related care will be provided. at no
ost, and you will be compensated up to $950 for time
nd travel. There is no over night stay, and health
nsurance is not required.
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RISTORANTE ITALIANO
401-365-4174

Your First Mont h's
Rent on Select Sizes.

1

100 Carrigan Avenue (Alafaya Trail)• 2 Miles North of UCF ·Oviedo

CATERING • TAKE-OUT • DINE- IN
.
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 11am - 10:30pm I Sat.4pm - 10:30pm I Sun, Spm - 9pm
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Champagne orWme!
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7 200 Old Cheney Hwy.
Orlando, FL 3 2807
(407)273-1668
iLi+iAiJ1:· 11103:

Video Surveillance
Resident Manager
Mont h-To-Month leases
No Security Deposit
Climate Controlled Units Available
Boxes & Packing Supplies
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Two bombings rock Cairo days
after three bombings killed 21
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U.S. attacks, threaten retaliation

April 27, 2006 •Volume 38, Issue 64 • 28 Pages .

The Student Newspaper Serving UCF Since 1968 ·

•
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Keep current with headlines
you may have missed
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We're the Self-Storage Professionals
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OVER 20 GTl'S IN STOCK
SPECIAL LEASE PLAN AS LOW AS ·

::

II
APR Available ·

)

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit, Cruise, Keyless
Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!!

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

New Jetta rated as a "Best
Pick" in Side Impact Test.

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $249
which includes >ecurity deposit PLUS first payment +
TT&L. See dealer for details. leasing W.A.C thru .
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 04/30/06 ·

:

---

UCN'fR~TVAX

FOR 48 MONTHS

- Based On ln~urance Institute for Highway Safety Side Impact Test

I I
Auto, Air, 6-Disc CD Changer, P/Windows,
P/Locks, Alloy Wheels, Sunroof, Loaded!

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $297 which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment + TT&L. See

dealer for details. leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 04/30/06

UPTO

$5,000 OFF
2005
TOUAREG4X4
Sound System One, All Power

· • 4Yr/50,0~0 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

2006 NEW BEETLE
CONVERTIBL
P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
and Much More!

LEASE FOR

$299

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

oo ·
ToplessI

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $299 which includes security deposit, PLUS first

payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 04/30/06

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

l,

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
~FIRST TIME
~COLLEGE-GRAD
We Can Assist You With:
CREDIT
BUYER

PROGRAM

}

Drivers wanted:

'J PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)

·

·~·

II

I-<.

·WA•:

N

SERVICE
DEPT OPEN
SAT 9-5

17·92.

41 .7 5 ·S . Hwy 17-92
M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)

.·~.., . _,·40'1-365-3300

visit our website
.
ar1stocratvw.com
.

NATION &WORLD

HIGHER
EDUCATION

•

What's in the news at
colleges around the country ·

•

iJ Missouri State tests new 'digital
1

literacy' exam on new students

SPRINGFIELD, Mo. Missouri State University is
e testing the computer'savvy of
u new students in a trial run of
v: a standardized exam for "dig'1 ital literacy'' under developAment by the company behind
the SAT college entrance
standard, officials said
e. Wednesday.
4 About 1,500 Missouri State
~ students in a basic computer
>. skills course that is required
for freshmen and other new
~ students are taking the exam
'this month. It is the largest
group yet at one school to
1'. take a pilot version of the test,
r:i called the Information and
!'Communication Technology
I! Literacy Assessment, accordr ing to New Jersey-based ETS,
~a nonprofit testing company
that also runs the SAT.
:!
The standardized test will
) allow Missouri State to better
tailor the course by finding
~the gaps in students' lmowlJ edge, McCrory said.
l
The exam requires stu1dents to do things such as use
. a spreadsheet, manage files
'and set up a Power Point
bslide, as well as testing critical-thinking skills by requiring students to select the best
(database for an information
'need and determine the rele\rance of postings on a discussion board.

•I
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Afriend of one of the victims of the deadly attack on Duhab, Egypt, mourns Wednesday. ·
Terrorists struck again Wednesday, two days after 21 were killed in the suicide bombings.

Alluding to recent calls by
several retired generals for
The three officers and two Rumsfeld to resign, a reporter
Palestinian civilians were asked the 73-year-old defense
wounded, the security offi- secretary whether .this visit
would be his last trip to Iraq
cials said.
The two militants were as Pentagon chief.
He replied with one word,
arrested and security officials·
·
were dismantling a large and no smile: "No.
amount of explosives found
Judge in·Da Vinci trial embeds
in the car, the officials said.
The Israeli border authori- his own code in court ruling
LONDON - The judge
ty said it shut the crossing on
order of Israeli defense offi- who presided at the "Da Vmci
cials in response to the Code" copyright infringement trial has put a code of
attempted attack.
his own into his ruling, and he
said Wednesday he would
Two U.S. officials visit troops;
· Rumsfeld says he won't resign
"probably" confirm it to the
BAGHDAD - President person who breaks it.
Bush's top two national secuSince Judge Peter Smith
rity officials made a surprise delivered his ruling April 7 in
favor · of :pan Brown, the
visit to Iraq Wednesday.
The officials showed sup- author of "The Da Vinci
port for the emerging govern- Code," lawyers in London and
ment as the top U.S. military New York began noticing odd
1
commander there said some italicizations in the 71-page
Missing student found dead;
U.S. troops may be able to document.
.
1
' police say no foul play suspected
In the weeks afterward,
leave in the months ahead
l
EWING, N.J. - Searchers
Army Gen. George Casey woul&·be code-breakers got
cat a Pennsylvania landfill
said Iraq's selection of top to work on deciphering
3found the body of a college
government leaders marked a Smith's code.
'.student who disappeared
"I can't discuss the judgmajor step toward creating
more than a month ago.
conditions that could allow a · ment," Smith said in a brief
1 John Fiocco Jr., a freshman
conversation with The Assopartial withdrawal.
~at The College of New Jersey,
"I'm still on my general ciated Press, "but I don't see
was last seen early March 25
timeline,"
Casey
told why a judgment should not
'when he returned to his camreporters after meeting with be a matter of fun."
dormitory after a party.
Italics are placed in
Defense Secretary Donald
Investigators later found
Rumsfeld, who arrived unan- strange spots: The first is
his blood on the dormitory's
nounced for a daylong series found in the first paragraph of
trash bin, which led them to
of meetings with top U.S. the 360-paragraph document.
~he landfill in nearby Tullycommanders and the newly The letter "s" in the word
"claimants" is·italicized.
.own, Pa. After more than
selected Iraqi leaders.
:hree weeks of searching,
Secretary of State ConIn the next paragraph,
~hey found the body there
doleezza Rice flew separately "claimant" is spelled with an
Tuesday.
in from Turkey a few hours italicized "rn," and so on.
~ Authorities have said FiocThe italicjzed letters in the
later to shore up the U.S.
-::o may have slid down a trash
show of support.
first .seven paragraphs spell
·~hute into the bin, although a
"We just want to make out "Smithy code," playing on ·
r~amera used to .scan the
sure there are no seams the judge's name.
~hute found no traces of
Lawyer Dan Tench, with
between what we're doing
llood.
politically and what we're the London firm Olswang,
l The injuries that Fiocco's
doing militarily," Rice told said he noticed the code
lody had sustained included
reporters on her plane en when he spotted the striking
~orie fractures and were conroute to Iraq. "Secretary italicized script in an online
~istent with being processed
Rumsfeld and I are going to copy of the judgment.
1y a trash disposal system,
"To encrypt a message in
be there together because a
:luthorities said. They would
lot of the work that has to be this manner, in a High Court
:10t say whether the injuries
done is at that juncture judgment no less?" Tench
1ad been sustained before or
between political and mili- said. "It's out there."
fter Fiocco died.
tary."
Though Smith refused to
the
judgment
She and Rumsfeld ate with discuss
·uition increase approved at
U.S. Ambassador Zalmay Wednesday or aclmowledge
~aine community colleges
Khalilzad and other top U.S. outright that he'd inserted a
AUGUSTA, Maine
military and civilian officials secret code in its pages, he
j:\Iition at Maine's communisaid: "They don't look like
for lunch.
~Y colleges will go up by 5.4
They then met for 50 min- typos, do they?"
~ercent beginning in the fall
utes with the newly designatWhen asked if someone
1 The Maine Community ·
ed prime minister, Jawad al- would break the code, Smith
~ollege System's board of
Maliki, at Khalilzad's house said: "I don't lmow. It's not a
irustees on Wednesday
inside Baghdad's heavily difficult thing to do.'' And
tpproved the tuition increase
when asked if he would conguarded Green Zone.
1t the state's seven communi"about the conditions on firm a correct guess to an
,y colleges. The system has
the ground and the pace at a:spiring code-breaker, he
.n ore than 10,000 degreewhich we'll be able to turn said, "Probably."
eeking students.
over responsibility in the
Tench said the judge said
· This will be the second
provinces," Rumsfeld said.
that the code is a mixture of
Rumsfeld said the United the italicized font code found
1onsecutive tuition hike for
he commupity college sysNations Security Council res- in the The Holy Blood and the
em following a six-year
. olution that forms the legal Holy Grail - whose authors
uition freeze.
basis for U.S. operations to unsuccessfully sued Brown's
Come fall, full-.time instabilize and rebuild Iraq is to publisher, Random House
tate students will pay $2,340
expire at the end of the year Inc., for copyright infr-ingeb. tuition, an increase of $120
so there will have to be talks ment - and the code found
1ver the current school year.
with the Iraqi government on in Brown's The Da Vinci
'ull-time students from outarrangements beyond this ·code.
.f-state will pay $4,770 in
year.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
Llition.
Compared to other New
:ngland states, this year's
2,220 in in-state tuition
mks below the regional
verage of $3,086, officials
rid.

pus

0

ew voluntary advisery group

>serve Fayetteville campus

FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. .dvice and assistance on
mdraising and institutional
ivancement will be provid:l to the University of
rkansas' flagship campus by
new Board of Advisers, t.11.e
niversity said Tuesday.
Julian C. Stewart, who was
Lvolved in the Campaign for
te 21st Century that closed
st year after raising $1 bilon, will chair the commit~e.

The former voluntary
,visery group for the Fayetlville campus disbanded in
!bruary.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Join the UCF Alumni Association as we
celebrate the Class of 2006!

•
Dessert Reception for grads ·& families

FAIRWINDS Alumni Center
(across from the UCF Arena)

Immediately following your ceremony
The UCF Bookstore, WORKFORCE CENTRAL FLORIDA,
FAIRWINDS Credit Union, Orange County Public
Schools and UCF Alumni Chapter & Club
representatives will be on site.

. (407) UCF-ALUM
U~F www.ucfalumni.com

'ALUMNI

BRINGING

UCF

TO

YOU

Cool. Calm. Collected. That's the feeling you get from UCF Test Prep Courses.
We prepare you for a higher score on the GRE, GMAT, LSAT, MCAT or SAT...
.
'
at a lower price. In fact our price is less than one-third of what you·n pay
with most national test prep chains. So while preparing for the big exam is
smart. preparing with UCF Test Prep is s marter. Call 407.882. TEST or visit
www.testprep.ucf.edu. Register online using Priority Code 0804F

,UCF TEST PREP COURSES
Smarter Test Prep.

• I •
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"At UCF l wa$ able to firl<i my
niche and purpose as a srudent
vqlunieei:-; and these ~peri.ences
empowered me r<Ynot'bnly
. • vqlunteer~ butW.soJo work;
behind rhe soones'tb nl'aktYu
differ.epce in the CQJTU>luni~v."

..

"At U CF, t !earned how to
' recognize,possibillties In others
and motivate them to action; to
orga.n · e people and acco;pli§h
goals; to communicate with and.
rel;i,te to people ofall ages; and,
most importantly; to lead with
honesty and integrity."

.

•

' ;'UGF introduced me to
~~igq~caHhei: rese'arCh iµ,,~~,,
discipline and provided me
""imttien~e O.BPO~.¥unid.~to
present my fesearch at national
"'an4 intern<\tiOW cqn(~5eqi;~~."

College of2\rt'S*a:t'ld Huma:dities
Liberal.Arts "''

01"4tmOJ. r~
"I see proofevery day that the
, goals 'we have f<&r our future can
only be accomplished by trusting
others and by.supportio.g t&e goal
rather than the ego."
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VQX offers reproductive,
health-service advising
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abortion advocate, but he says
:the presence of VOX as a ves1tige of the Planned Parenthood
:organization on campus doesn't
:bother him.
"I know there are always
1pro-choice individuals around
,me, especially on campus, and
'that I'm even probably in the
minority as a pro-life student'on
'a college campus. That pro:choice people.have organized
~into a group doesn't surprise or
'bother me; they have a .right to
organize, mingle and support
:their beliefs as much as anyone
1no matter how much I .m ay disagree with them on any number
1of things," Wilson said
1
Kai Proctor is a 22-year-old
'1management major in her sen:ior year. While she was not
1aware of VOX's presence on
campus, she is familiar with
'Planned Parenthood, and she
doesn't have a problem with
'there being a chapter of VOX at
UCFeither.
"They · help women and
'young women plan their pregnancies, offer advice on pregnancy, and give out contraception and contraception advice;'
octor said "I am pro-choice,
d I am fine with it as long as
Planned Parenthood isn't
telling students that abortions
e bad and is considered murl:ler."
Although VOX does not
subscribe to a hierarchical
tructure within the organiza-

mder their belts.
Dow has been teaching at
JCF for over 10 years. She
.eaches in the School of Nursng where she instructs under;raduate, masters and doctoral
1tudents. She works primarily
/Vi.th cancer research and treatnent. Before becoming a proressor, she was a practicing
lurse.
Dow was awarded a $1.6 milion grant from the National
nstitute of Nursing Research
d the National Cancer lnsti:ute, where she created a pro~ram for breast cancer sur·vors. The program, which
sted six months, counseled
d educated women who had
ust completed treatment for
1reast cancer. The women
'vere broken up into two
, oups and given different
ypes of counseling and educaion.
_
)
Dow also created a web>ased program called WebONE
Oncology Nursing Education)
t educates nurses about can:er principles, practices and

•

tion, it has chosen officers as a a form of euthanasia is. silly
means to delegate necessary be~it is not the child malcwork. VOX's secretary is--2r---ing the decision, and killing one
year-old Kristen Waylen, who is person because it better accom, majoring fu_Jiberal studies on · modates another such as a
the wo:r:tieii's studies track, and mother who can't support the
she is also pursuing a minor in child or has other plans in life is
political science.
still murder. Basically, abortion
"I have been volunteering is punishing children with a
and marching with Planned death sentence beGause some
Parenthood since I was 17, so for form of birth control failed; it's
four years now I've been work.: not the baby's fault," Wilson
ing for the organization," said
Waylen said. "I have been a
Regar:dless of varying perpatient at Planned Parenthood sonal positions amongst stusince I was 17, and I continue to dents on the legal aspects of
use their services to this day."
Planned Parenthood, VOX is
Aside from providing repro- certainly making its voice heard
ductive advice and health serv- on campus in the short time it's
ices to its patients, Planned Par- been here. In addition to the
enthood is also a strong many VOX events which have .
advocate of legal issues con- already occurred, there are still
cerhing reproductive rights.
many more on the way, includ"Planned
- Parenthood ing a movie night on April 20 at
believes that all people, regard- 7:00 p.m. where they will be
less of race, ethnicity, income, showing Saved! at the Lake
marital status and gender, Claire Community Center, and
should have access to reproduc- a "Chow for Choice" dinner at
tive health care. Planned Par- Moe's on University Boulevard
enthood works to provide indi- in the coming months.
viduals
the
means
of
For more information about
controlling their reproduction VOX at UCF you can visit its
and fighting to ensure that the Yahoo!
group
at
rights guaranteed by the Con- http://groups~oo.com/group
stitution are upheld for all peo- /vox_ucf: its MySpace group at
ple, inclusively the right to pri- http:/ /www.myspace.com/voxvacy," Waylen said
uct: or contact the president at
However, some students voxucf@gmail.com
view the legality of reproducFor more information on
tive rights from a different per- Planned Parenthood, you can
spective.
visit
its
Web
site
at
"I think that unborn children http://www.plannedparent
are 100 percent human and hoodorg/ pp2/portal/get
have a right to live. Abortion as involved/youthactivism

Pegasus Award recipients
ot strangers to hard work
·ROM Al

•

treatment. The program is Karachi, Pakistan. H e did his
available in five different Ian- · graduate studies at the Philips
guages - English, Spanish, International Institute of TechJapanese, Chinese and Por- nology, in Eindhoven, the
tuguese.
Netherlands and received his
The site is currently being doctorate at Wayne State Unievaluated and updated, and will versity in Detroit.
be rereleased with new content
The Computer VISion Lab is
and features.
currently researching different
Dow says she enjoys teach- projects with video. One projing because each student brings ect captures actions within Tv.
his/her own perspective, and It would archive video and the
she enjoys watching them grow. actions within it and a person
"I love working at UCF could search through these
because it really does ~tand for arc;hives to quickly find what
they need
·
opportunity," Dow said
Another project is researchDow loves to cook in her
spare time. She says she would ing ultrasound technology. A
like to write her ·own cookbook computer is used to detect cerand ''be the next Ra,chel Ray." tain objects within an organ
She has a 23-year-old daughter through the ultrasound video,
with whom she said she is very · which can alert doctors to any
close.
possible problems.
Shah has taught at UCF for
Shah said that the goal of
over 20 years. He established lifelong learning is what
the Computer VISion lab where inspires him to teac~ "I want to
UCF students research the use learn something new everyday .
of computer technology to and really the best'way to learn
. detect specific objects and is to teach," he said
Shah enjoys reading biograactions within video.
Shah received his bachelor's phies and history books in his
from Dawood College of. Engi- spare time. He also loves to
neering and Technology in travel
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More

men
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wom en
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t he

front

li nes

are

surviving

life - threaten ing

inju ries
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t han ever before for one re ason: We have the m ost elite nurses in t he world . As a
U.S. Air Force nurse, you receive the most advanced tr ai ning and have access to the

·.11'1Z

..

r.:.,;_."'1

best medical technology on the planet. And w hether you ' re treating Airmen on foreign
soil or their families on bases here in the U.S .. you can put all of' that training to use.
· It you're int erested in
visit us online .

le~rning

more about· a better place to practice medicine. call or

1:,..

1- 800- 588- 5260 • AIRFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE
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ROCKSTAR LUXURY > INDIVIDUAL LEASE$ & ROOMMATE MATCHING .
,
> CLOSE TO CAMPUS, FAR FROM THE DORMS.
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Design award securesUCF's
lace in SmartCard frontier
design of the card because it SmartCard as a form of paymalces it so easy to distinguish ment.
'ervices and Business Services my UCF card from all the
"We are already one of the
.farketing to create a design other credit cards in my wal- 1eaders of the SmartCard
aat blended UCF school col- let," Wohlman said.
· schools, which bodes well for
with a novel pattern.
Aside from the design of UCF Card Services," Kidder
"I wanted to do something the identification card, UCF · said. "The [design award] will
1ore graphically inclined as also holds bragging rights for be a big deal in bringing UCF
pposed to a UCF landscape, being" one of the few universi- even more national recognihich is what we had before;• ties in the United States to tion."
ill said. ."The idea was very have adopted the SmartCard
. For the longtime UCF stuifferent, but I'm glad they technology. Not only does the dents who still hold the 2do2
rent with it.".
UCF card serve as student white identification card, hope
UCF sophomore Kelsey identification, it provides stu- for becoming an award-winV'ohlman appreciates Hill's dents with everything they ning cardholder is not lost.
esign not only for its unique- need to function on campus, UCF Card Services has said
ess, but also for reasons of ' rendering a wallet almost use- that it will replace the identifiacticality.
less. Most retailers on campus cation cards distributed in
"I like the new geometric and many around UCF accept 2002 or before free of charge.

rs

First we asked students everywbere what lhey
wanted in an apartment. then we gavtJ it to them:

...

s:udert life.
•
A place that's con.ducive to studying, w!tl built-in social
life, and a double dos~ of live-on-your-own,

t\rt to be judged based on creativity,
xperimentation, d1sp.layed on Aug. 15
OM

Al

Submissions for the exhibit
re
due
May
15
at
ntact@mobicaapping.com.
e art may either be five still
ges (600 pixels longest side,
ax 250 kb per image), two
uickTime silent or sound

1

0

movies (320 pixels longest side,
max 500 kb per moyie), or two
MP;3 sou,nd files (max size 500
kb per file). Submissions must
include the artists name, email, location and a statement
or a 150-word biography. There
is no fee or reward for the competition.

'

Pieces will be 'judged on the
experimentation and exploration of art in the images, as
well as the investigation of this .
completely new creative an.d
technological practice.
Those chosen for the exhibit will be displayed on an online
gallery beginning Aug. 15.
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New Web site offers celebrity apparel
Purchasing soon-to-be famous· fashion trends made easier by StarStyle.com
Communicative disorders
major Jennifer Ross agreed
"I love the idea behind this
~
Shoppers looking for mer- Web site," she said. "It gives a
chandise they saw on TV can unique twist to shopping and
now find it at· a Web site that make.s it more fun. Everybody
debuted on March 20.
has a star they idolize, so why
;J
StarStyle.com allows televi- not dress like them. too?"
sion fans to buy the clothing
To get the exact products
and furniture they see while . from TV shows, employees of
, watchirig their favorite shows. StarStyle.com go to studios and
The Web site goes behind the talk to decorators and stylists to
scenes of shows like American find out what people ~e wearIdol and The Real World: Key iri.g and what sets are beihg
J West to give the average person
used. They take pictures and
a chance to look like their catalog the items then go back
favorite TV star.
to the office and find the
"The Web site allows you to clothes online.
have the look of the stars with"If we can't find it online,
out having to be a star," then we will find a similar
StarStyle.com editor Diana product for you," . Dornan
J. Dornan said "You don't have to
added. "It is all about putting
live in cities like New York or items together to make an outLos Angeles to have that fit."
So how do you purchasing
sophisticated Hollywood look."
·.;
For
UCF
students, anitem?
StarStyle.com is a fun new way
It's simple. .
to shop.
Let's pretend you like a tank
"
"I hadn't heard of the Web top worn Wednesday night on
J site before, but I'll definitely
American Idol. Log onto the
visit more often now," business Web site and create an account
administration major Christina - it is free and takes 30 secJones said "I always see outfits onds.
Once logged in, click on the
on TV that I like and wonder
· where they got them. Now I American Idol link, find what
can come here instead of trying you are looking for in the prod:> to find look-a-likes at the mall."
uct category and click go. The

JESSICA LINDBLAD
Contributing Writer

clothing will appear, along with
the name brand, who wore it
and when.
''We don't just tell you what .
the product is," Dornan said.
''We also link you to the Web
site where the product is located So we are doing all the work
for you."
Because products come
from different stores, the prices
of the clothing vary, ranging
from a $19 tank-top to a $200
pair of jeans.
"It is all about putting the
whole look together, so it isn't
about making everything
expensive,'' Doman said. ·
The top seller continues to
be clothing from American
Idol, but it isn't necessarily the
most popular show.
"We have had equal ground
covered by everybody," Dornan said "They come to look at
American Idol, but they are
sticking around and looking at
other shows."
For those without money to
spend on clothing, there is still
a reason to check out the Web .
site. It contains a weblog called
The Salon that offers helpful
advice for fashion, makeup and
accessories. It also goes behind
the scenes of television shows
and gives the latest updates on

what is happening in the Hollywood scene.
"Everybody who writes for
"[The Salon]" is an expert who
writes real information,'' Dor-·
nan said.
Jones compared The Salon
to a fashion magazine and
found the weblog packed with
useful information.
. ·~ women have picked up
tips here and there· that they
use in their everyday lives," she
said. "There. is always something new to learn when it
comes to fashion, and a little
help from their experts wouldn't hurt." .
The focus of the Web site
has given it a lot of attention,
and, although it is still new, it
has received a lot of visitors.
''We had 1.5 million visitors
in the last 11 days of March,''
Dornan said. "It ·h as been
gigantic."
This success has allowed
for expansion. In the next few
months, the_Web site will be
addiilg products fr<;>m xp.ovies
and music videos. Leela James
.and Jordan Knight are wo
artists who have already
signed on.
"We are excited about all
the new things that are coming,'' Doman said. .

>1q ,

Better Buybacks

Al

cast on ESPN.
College stu\ients across the
.country are entering and wining seats in nationally televised
poker tournaments. Mississippi State University anthropology senior Wesley Wilburn did
just this. He won in an online
tournament over winter break
and will be competing in Vegas
in July.
The World Poker Tour is a
similar tournament that is

tom of its Web site with a section that says if you or someone you know has a gambling
problem, call the National
Problem Gambling Helpline at
1-800 522-4700 for confidential
help or visit www.ncpgambling.org.
UCF has ;tlso acknowledged
the problems of gambling with
Student Development and
Enrollment Services' creation
of the UCF Task Force on the

money, regardless of experience or knowledge of the
game.
"The· first time I played
poker because everyone was
doing it," Garner said. ''.And I
., won. I think it's a social thing,
and you have a chance to win
money."
Many poker players got into
1" the game this way, including
English literature freshman
Meredith Cariski.
·~bunch of my guy friends
) did it, and I like being better
than the guys, so I ~ed to be
• Nearly 90 percent of Floridians have participated in a form of gambling;
good," Cariski said. "It didn't
for most it will never be a problem.
•i work. They cheat."
She now plays for the
·Compulsive gambling is a progressive addiction characterized by an
game's cheap source of social
increasing preoccupation with gambling, a need to bet more frequently
entertainment.
and a restlessness or ifritability when attempting to stop.
"It's fun. It gives us something to do,.and, I mean, if you
• Compulsive gambling can result in financial and personal destruction.
win, you make money," Cariski
·For more information or help, visit http://www.gamblinghelp.org
said ''.If you lose, you only lose
five bucks, in our group. And
SOURCE: FLDRIDA COUNCIL ON •
COMPULSIVE GAMBLING
you know everyone likes making money, and it's a fun way of broadcast on the Travel Chan- Prevention of Gambling, which
nel because it takes winners of was formally charged last sum~ doing it."
Poker's popularity has sky- online tournaments to tropical mer by Mark Poisel, assistant
rocketed because it can be destinations across the globe. vice president of academic.
played almost anywhere by Players who are not even old development and retention.
Taskforce chairwoman and
anyone. Even if you cannot get enough to legally sit at Amerienough people together for a can tables have the opportuni- associate director of alcohol
game, you can always play ,ty to win online and fly to par- and other drug counseling
online. Soxp.e online tourna- adises such as . Aruba to services Laura Riddle said that
compete in televised tourna- the missiOn of the task force is
~ ments, such as the World
very similar to the mission of
Series of Poker, even offer first- ments.
However, not everyone who the Flprida Council on Complace winners all-expenses
" paid trips to Las Vegas to play plays poker wins. The World pulsive Gambling: to raise
in the televised version of the Poker Tour warns its audience awareness, educate and sugtournament, which is broad- to play responsibly at the bot- gest moqerate policies.

Compulsive gambling
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Riddle said that about 80 to
85 percent of people who gamble will not become problem
or compulsive gamblers. However, about 15 to 20 percent of
people who gamble do develop
a problem.
"Twenty percent of 45,000
students is a fair amount of students,'' Riddle said. "Now, certainly, that doesn't meant that
20 percent of every populatio[l
is that way, but certainly atrisk, and our population has
some additional risks."
Riddle said that young
adults are very social and more
into risk-taking and highadrenaline behaviors. Students
are also a target of credit cards.
Riddle said that in the broadest, most philosophical way,
buying things on credit is gambling.
.
"Years ago, you couldn't
gamble with credit. You gambled with money,'' Riddle said
·~d if you think about it from
a barrier standpoint, I think
there's always going to be people from a biochemical standpoint, from an environmental
standpoint, that are likely to
get into abusive addiction of
alcohol, drugs, you know, sexual addiction, food addiction,
gambling. But that group, the
at-risk population, has grown
tremendously because some of
what gets in the way of addiction are some barriers ji you
would, and one, having to pay
PLEASE SEE

H

h no
GUARANTEED!

·Online sites make poker more accessible
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GREEK BEAT
Leader of the Year Award.
"The chapter is very excited
The award for the most out- because we are a smaller
standing risk management pro- organization compared to
On Monday night, the Live gram went to Kappa Delta. mainstream organizations that
Oak Ballroom was filled with Chapter president Jeri Rhoads have a lot of members," Chap- .
the soulful sounds of John said the sorority's approach is ter president Nicole Spaulding
Coltrane, tables adorned with proactive.
said.
black and gold centerpieces and
'We try to take care of probShe said one · of the promembers of UCF's 44 Greek lem before they arise,'' she said. gram5 the sorority hosts annucommunities dressed for suc- One of the sorority's manage- ally nationally as well as locally
cess, aii for the Annual Greek ment programs, Double or is RACE, Recognizing and CelAwards Ceremony.
Nothing, is designed to prevent ebrating Ethnicity.
The event is designed to rec- underage drinking by members
"We have foods from differognize students and chapters of the sorority. Before departing ent cultures and sisters dress in
for their dedication and hard for a party or social function, the clothing from various counwork throughout the past year. sorority places a wristband on tries,'' Spaulding said. 'We have
Alpha Delta Pi received the every member 21 or older. Once performances and music from
.night's top honor as Chapter of they reach the club or party, different cultures." The event is
the Year.
members are of legal drinking open to UCF and surrounding
Kara Carnley of Kappa Delta age receive a second wristband. communities.
was named Greek Woman of
Spaulding said the sorority
The sorority was also recogthe Year. She said she was sur- collaborates with the manage- nized as the most improved
prised to receive the award and ment of the venues they attend GPA among female Greeks.
proud to be nominated by her to ensure that the program is ·
'We focused on grades a lot
chapter for the award.
enforced. She said they learned this year," Spaulding said.
"I was very honored to even about the program and how to 'We're here for school. Therebe considered for such an make it effective from other fore, that was our main focus."
award," she said. Carnley has ·chapters throughout the coun- She said the sororitY formed
been a member of her sorority try.
study groups based on the colsince fall 2003 and said she has
"We're really proud of leges that older sisters were in
always held one of the organiza- receiving this award," she said. so that they could offer acation's various chair positions. 'We're so excited." She said that demic assistance to new memMost recently, she chaired the they know there is a precon- bers of the chapter. A point sysannual Kappa Delta Shamrock ceiv~d image of Greeks when tem
with
first- · and
5K Run/Walk that benefited they go out to nightclubs, but second-place prizes was also
Prevent Child Abuse America
they try to be well behaved and designed to provide incentives
for members to do well.
Trent Scott of Alpha Tau maintain a pos~tive image.
Omega was announced Greek
Alpha Tau Omega received
Delta Tau Delta received
Man of the Year. Kari Floyd of the Outstanding Community recognition for both the highKappa Delta was given the Out- Service Award. The Outstand- est GPA and most improved
standing Senior of the Year ing New MeII}ber Program GPA among male Greeks.
Award. Natalie Parcell of Kappa Award went to Kappa Alpha Alpha Delta Pi had the high
Alpha Theta received the Greek Theta, and Alpha Delta Pi GPA among female Greeks.
Athlete of the Year Award. Ash- received the Outstanding · · Many chapters were also .
recognized for Jµ.ving average
ley Conyers was named New Scholarship Program Award.
Member of the Year, and Alpha
Mu Sigma Upsilon received GPAs higher than the average
Delta Pi's Morgan Cyphers the Outstanding Diversity Ini- of all men and women at the
received the Greek Campus tiatives Programming Award.
university.

ASHLEY GREEN
Senior Staff Writer
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UCF graduate ma~es about $1,000 a week
at online gambling sites, tournament games
FROM

A9

cash money, is a barrier, it
slows you down"
Riddle said that the physical
act of leaving your house to
withdraw money from a bank,
and then laying it on the table
is no longer relevant for people
who gamble online.
"1 can sit in my room 24/7,
so I don't have to go anywhere," Riddle said. "I don't
; have to, obviously go public, in
any way, with what I do. I have
access to online credit 24/7, so
ti it doesn't feel like I'm spending
money.''
Riddle · · attributed this
c behavior to a culture shift. Students today grew up playing
computer games, which are
i not very different from online
~ poker.
·
~
"Moderation is the key to
1 gambling, not abstinence," Rid~ dle said.
Some, however, cannot ·
u gamble in moderation. Riddle
;i said students · who become
~ problem gamblers begin skip[, ping classes and become preoccupied.
>:
"Part of becoining a .prob( lem gambler is you start think~ ing about it even when you're.
:< not doing it. You start doing it
L more than is useful in your life.
1 You do it when you're supposed to be doing something
1 else, even when you don't have
. the time or money." .
Riddle said gamblers who
1
go into debt work more hours
to try to cover their losses.
1 After working a certain num~ ber of hours, people can lose
111 focus. The problem can spiral
\ downward, causing some stut « dents to leave school because
1'.1~ they have spent all of their
j'.l grant or loan money.
t1r1
The task force hopes to pre-:}. vent problems like this by raisp ing awareness and educating
'] students. With support. from
Lr the Florida Council on Com.~ pulsive Gambling and UCF
.1 Athletics, the task force was
r :able to have former- New York
mob crime boss Michael
~ Franzese speak to student-ath't letes on March 22.
According to the UCF News
1<
1 and Information, Franzese
warned students that the Inter- net is riot a safe place to gamble. He also said that, while
poker games may seem innocent, players who lose more
· money than they can afford to
'lose can get in deeper trouble
: trying to recover their losses.
· He said it is almost impossible
to win at poker regularly with1.out becoming a professional
r1 and practicing seven-to-10
L hours a day.
a One student seems to have
~ followe~ this advi~e by playini
. enough to start wmmng regularly..
•1
•
·
Entrepreneurship manage-
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11651 Universnv Boulevard

· 11801 High Tech Avenue

401-211-1616
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401-243-6100

• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms

i
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• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily
PULA MANDOLFO I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• l 05 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Cable with Showtime

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p - 7:00p

• limited Maid Service

Aerospace engineering seniors James Norris, left, and Kevin Kilkenny, right, enjoy a game of
Texas Hold 'em. According to Florida gambling laws, the game is legal if the winnings of any
player in a single round, hand or game is $10 or less.

• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

ment graduate Justin Hertz has
been gambling for three to four
years and plays poker for a living these days.
"I play poker every single
day, mostly online, for probably seven-to-10 hours a day,''
Hertz said in an e-mail.
Watching
the
movie
Rounders sparked his interest
in the game,,prompting him to
begin hosting $5 buy-in cash
games in his house on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
Soon, 30 to 40 students were
showing up every game.
Hertz began raising the
buy-in amount in hopes that
not so many players would ·
show up at his house. This
meant he, too, had to pay more
to play. One night, he lost $80,
which worried him because
his parents .only gave him $75 a
week.
However, things are better
for him now. He won a $700
pot during this interview. He
makes an average of $1,000 a
day playing online at Partypoker.com.
"It definitely changed my
life completely," Hertz said.
Hertz begari making a lot of
money playing. At the same
time, his relationship of more
than a year ended, and his
grades dropped. He spent an
extra two semesters in school
to get a useless degree, he said.
The degree is only useless,
however, because he makes
enough from poker to live well.
He recently bought a car with
.his prize money. He also has
money set aside in savings.
In February, he entered a 124
player $200 buy-in tournament
ori Paradisepoker.com. As one
of the top two ,eontestants, he
won an invitation to the Conquest at the Atlantis tournament and an $8,500 prize package including a $5,200 buy-in,
$2,000 for seven days and six
nights at ·Atlantis in the
Bahamas and $1,300 in cash.
Hertz leaves on May 8 for the
tournament, which will have
300 contestants with a prize of
$400,000.
However, Hertz said this
lifestyle change has its ups and
downs. Sometimes he will for-

• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant

• High Spited Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access

get to eat when on a winning
or losing streak.
"It's a crazy lifestyle, up all
night, sleeping all day," Hertz
said. "That's like the worst
part. It's definitely not a
healthy way to live," he said.
Many Web sites, such as
Pattypoker.com, offer free
poker, which is a cheap source
of entertainment and an excellent way for students to practice before playing with
friends.
Cariski plays poker on
Yahoo!, which is also free.
While it is like a real game, she
warns that online poker is different than playing for money.
"The only problem is,
because it's free, you would
make risks that you wouldn't
normally do,"·Cariski said.
Many players thrive off
those risks however, and are
not content with free poker.
"I like the thrill and rush of
betting money, especially winning," Cooper said in an e-mail.
Not one player interviewed
is worried about developing an
addiction to gambling.
"I know my limits, and I
know when I need to just stop
playing, unlike other players
who might sit there and give
away . mopey,'' said Cooper,
who only carries a certain
amount of cash on him when
going to the casino, in an email.
Gamer is not worried about
developing an addiction,
although he did say, "I have an
addiction the night I'm playing." This means that, if he
loses the first game, he will
play again until he at least
breaks even;
Recreational drugs, such as
alcohol and cigar or cigarettes
are often used during games
and can add to the addictive ·
behavior of the game. They
can also distract players from .
the game and the win.
''.Alcohol
consumption,
from what I have seen, is an
easy way to lose money,"
Cooper said in an e-mail. "I
won over $130 online at a table,
and the guy then stated 'Oh
man, I would be so mad if I
wasn't so drunk."'

'

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area
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• Pet Friendly
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Church's protest
insult to soldiers

T

www.UCFnews.com ·Thursday, April 27, 2006

he FOX News program
serve the freedom of the Iraqi
Hannity & Colmes recent- people. Proud she was, as she
ly aired an interview .
said it was the duty of the Westbetween host Sean Hannity and boro Baptist Church faithful to
a woman representing the
let Americans know that they
Westboro Baptist Church of
are all going to feel God's wrath
Topeka, Kan.
for allowing homosexuals to live
Members of the church have
in this· country.
been protesting at the funerals
It is extremely unsettling to
of American soldiers killed in
know that in some areas of the
combat in the Middle East for
country, and in the minds of so
almost a year now. At the funer- many American people, that
al of Daniel Sesker, a 22-year-old something as important as persergeant killed outside Tikrit;
sonal liberties and freedoms are
they carried signs tha,t read
still being threatened by igno"God hates fags" and "God bless rance and intolerance.
dead soldiers."
It would be nice to think that
Iowa governor Tom Vtlsack
homosexuals in America could
live by an "I'm rubber, you're
' finally signed a bill last week
that outlaws protesters from
glue" ideology. But when guards
standing within 500 feet of any
are let down, people like
funeral services in the state.
Matthew Shepard, who was
In order to shed light on why killed in a Laramie, Wyo., hate
such abominable and hateful
crime, are terrorized and killed
signs would be present at some- Homosexuals are still subject to
thing as serious as a funeral, the the same hatred and prejudices
woman representing Westboro
that minorities and gays have
explained that the church's
faced for hundreds of years.
members were merely trying to
However, this public lambasting
convey the message that God is
of homosexuality is utterly diskilling U.S. soldiers because
gusting.
they are fighting for a country
This could simply be a case
that condones homosexuality.
of people taking for granted the
Hannity asked the woman if
very same liberties that soldiers
she was proud of the message
like Sesker are dying for in Iraq.
her church group was trying to . It could also be a case of draconvey and if she was proud
matic - or even traumatic -'that they were dishonoring a
irony that these Midwestern
young man who fought to prereligious zealots are criticizing a

country locked in a war with
other religious zealots.
Sadly, it's a matter of people
with a lack of education,
brought up with narrow-minded
values and a poor sense of reality, picking the worst timing
imaginable to express their 18thcentury point of view.
It's one thing to stand on a
street comer waving a placard
denouncing homosexuality,
even though it's still an act of
ignorance and hate. But it's
another despicable act entirely
for people to disrespect the families of American heroes, people
who died fighting in a war that
is taking entirely too long to
win.
If the people of the Westboro
Baptist Church want to make a
bunch of signs with some
catchy sayings and protest the
war oil street comers, then
they'll likely be welcomed by
the majority of Americans.
But the fact that they are
using their constitutional rights
to defile the memories and families of the people who fight to •
defend all of our rights is a
crime that not even the Bill of
Rights can or should protect.
These people shoi.tld put
down their signs and crawl back
under whatever ignorant rock
they've been living under for
way too long.

Bush's promise to
investigate gas prices
too little, way too late

·Poor adult literacy
rates deserve more
than passing glance

President George W. Bush announced Tuesday
.t hat he was going to investigate the possibility 9f
some oil companies price-gouging gasoline prices
as the heavy summer driving and tourism season
approaches.
While it's great that the commander in chief,
who has well-known historic family ties to the oil
industry, has promised the America such an investigation, the American public - 60 percent of
which disapproves of Bush's performance - has to
wonder how-Bush even realized there is a problem.
It's not as if the average person would even be
able to notice a difference in gas prices during, say,
a drive from Orlando to Daytona Beach. Nobody
would ever find it odd that prices in Orlando are
$2.95 per gallon on average, and Daytona gas stations are offering as high as $3.13 per gallon for regular unleaded Price gouging? How could anyone
make such an assumption?
Sarcasm aside, this promise from Bush isn't simply too little, too late. It's emptier than the average
blue-collar family of four's gas tank. Bush can't
seriously think that anyone will believe his battle
cry to punish oil executives who are taking advantage of the American public's dependence on gasoline.
Bush now openly admits that the U.S. can't
depend on foreign oil interests and gasoline as
means of energy resources and fueling automobiles. Bush knows now that it will take resources
like biodiesel fuel and alternative organic fuels to
keep Americans from having to pay the literal and
figurative price for skyrocketing oil prices.
The problem is that Alaska's Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge is the center of attention once
again as a potential cure for America's ailing
dependence on oil
Republicans and Democrats are both concerned
that Bush will make yet another push to open
exploration and drilling in the refuge. Bush's cry
for solving a looming energy crisis may eventually
solve the high prices affecting Middle America, but
the price that will be paid environmentally will be
devastating.
The key word to solving the price gouging
problem and any energy crises is "eventually."
Bush's promise is no more than a smoke screen for
his' own political crises. As the gas prices rise, his
ratings plummet.
It's too bad Bush's administration can't use the
same tactics it has employed on his approval rating
that our gas prices so desperately need

One in five adults in Central Florida can't read
above a fifth grade level, according to the Adult
Literacy League. One in five. It's something the
average UCF student does every day. It's a skill so
essential to life that it's hard to imagine living
without it. But what if we did?
Imagine a day without reading. You get up, get
ready for work and make breakfast. You pick up
the vitamin bottle and scan the back. Instead of
easily reading about the product you bought, you
spend several minutes puzzling over the word
"supplemental" before heading out.
Around noon, you take your sandwich and
soda and head to a bench near work to enjoy a
little afternoon sunshine. While you're there,
someone comes by and asks you to sign a petition. He explains it to 'y ou, but you don't understand the document. He asks you to sign, and,
leery of putting your signature on something
you're unsure of, you decline.
Work's almost done for the day, and you hear
from your supervisor that a prom~tion you've
wanted for months has opened up. This promotion would mean more interesting work and
higher pay. It requires a written test. What are
you going to do?
You drop by your sister's house that evening
for dinner. Your 10-year-old niece is reading
Black Beautjl and asks you to read a chapter. You
make your excuses and leave early.
That's what life is like for one in every five·
adults in Central Florida.
Among adults who score at the lowest level of
literacy, more than 40 percent live below the
poverty line, according to a study done by the
Florida Literacy Coalition. For one in five Central
Floridians, the inability to read well is more than
an inconvenience; it's lost jobs and lost promotions.
·
UCF students can help. Take a few days a
month this summer and spend them as a tutor
for the Adult Literacy League.
It's looking for people to help teach basic
reading and writing skills: Tutors 'must complete
a training session. The next sessions will be May
4 from 5:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. and May 6 from 9 a.m.
to4p.m.
For more information, visit adultlitera:..
cyleague.org or send an e-mail to Ricarda Contreras at rcontreras@adultlitera<;yleague.org.
PLEASE SEE

READER VIEWS

Editor held in contempt

Ashley Burns is wrong. This editor, who
writes ungrammatical sentences, like the following - "Trying to convince people to
change their point of view is never going to
be accomplished" - has indeed changed my
point of view. I now believe that he is unworthy of the job. His view of letter writers is
condescending at best, contemptuous at
worst. I:Ie should leave the paper and let
someone qualified take over.
- STAN RETSER

On a campus such as UCF that has experienced such exponential growth, student
indifference can present a problem. It is one
issue in itself to cry for changing tides, but
one must look for the beacons of the nearest
lighthouse and realize that no matter how
rough the waters, pillars of activist power
can be found
-LIZA WOLF
UCFNOWVICE PRESIDENTOFCOMMUNICATIONS

IM sports needs adrenaline

I'm writing to appeal to sports fans as a
sports fan, and to voice a problem that
affects a lot of people with the same passion
for sports, concerning Intramural floor hockThis is written in response to a reader
ey.
view contributed by Ms. Kaela Kennedy
IM sports is too concerned with injury
regarding the absence of pro-choice voices
and extreme sportsman-like conduct that
on the University of Central Florida campus
they forget why it is they're allowing us to
and the convoluted ~y in which her point
play
sports at school in the first place: to
was not made.
have fun and create memories. To do that
UCF has recently become the home base
you have to win by playing harder than all
of several feminist and humanitarian organithe other kids that want to make memories
zations aimed at extending widespread
too. It's silly to think that a congregation of
awareness of reproductive rights issues as
college-aged males in an athletically competwell as the unrelated issue of military waritive setting will remain civil for very long.
fare, issues which Ms. Kennedy seems to
Refs can still keep the games in check but
believe are not raised on campus.
'
From March 23 to March 31, UCF students allow for the inevitable physical nature of the
faculty and staff were involved in a two-week game to exist. It seems that IM sports
long awareness and correspondence cam· expects us to .play sports with no adrenaline,
and I say if that's the case I'd prefer they save
paign regarding reproductive rights and legall of the money they use to run the floor
. islative choices that threaten such rights.
hockey league or all of IM sports for that
A widespread campaign of activism
matter arid use it to by some more computincluding dQcumentary screenings, a letterers
in the damn library.
writing drive and activist-based club acceptIM sports could be a great facet of our
ance through OIS were only a few of the
uillversity if they took a page out of a recrenotable experiences on campus as of late.
ational city league's book. If insurance issues
The attendee of a well-attended speaker
are what they're worried about, find out how
showcase with such esteemed speakers as
city leagues allow kids to play with emotion
Sue Identson, the president and CEO of
and physicality.
Planned Parenthood of Greater Orlando,
Make us sign paperwork, just don't make
Christine Aleknavich, the president of
me
play this Propel version of.floor hockey
Orange County Young Democrats and Jenna
when all I want is a big refreshing gulp of
Cawley who is the president of Orlando
Gatorade.
National Organization for .Women may dis-ERIKYOUNG
agree on their accused apathy to the cause.

Feminists not new at UCF

The Future encourages comments fromreaders. Letters to the editor should not exceed300 wordsand must include
full name and phone number. Wemayedit for length, grammar, styleand libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit themonline at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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'What are your plans for
after final exams?'

OUR STANCE ON A12

ALETA GASKIN

CARAYEUI

Public relations

Physical therapy

"Hop in my truck, go home, and just
chill."

"Just relax in general and not having
to worry about school related things."

CRAIG SCHWEITZER
Computer science

"I'd say go home and sleep."

(entraf :floriba :future
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SHARON ACKERMAN
Civil engineering

"Just forget about everything and relax
before summer session starts."
I·

Undeclared

"I'm going to Canada, Chicago, then
summer school."

Molecular & microbiology

"Go home and visit my family. And I
want to go to the beach, too, which is
something Itruly miss."

The·music's playing for me to
wrap this whole column up
Muchas gracias to th~ people whdve meant the most
If I ever accomplish my
life's ambition of winning an
Academy Award for "Best
Breakdance Sequence in a
1 Period Piece," I'm going to
have a devil of a time trying to
put together an acceptance
speech.
There are so many people
who I'd have to thank for all
1 of the guidance they'd given
me and too many others who
• have added special insight
along the way. Until the day
that I accept that golden stat• ue, though, I guess I'll just
have to keep dreaming.
As for this final column, I
thought about making peace
• with all of the anti-Burnsites
I've encountered over the
years, but I realized that if
they didn't get the joke from
the start, then they'll never get
• it.
I really wanted to stay
• away from the thank-you
route because I didn't want to
be all mushy and sappy and
have to deal with all of the
heartfelt nonsense. However, I
don't have a heart, so I guess
I'll honor the people who
have helped make me into the
cynical bag of wind I've
become over the years.
If there's any way I should
go out, it's best to just stick to
what's always been the most
fun. I've always had fun making people wonder what a
tirade about sports, celebrities, random politics, absurd
. thoughts and'imagery, graphic
absurdity and all-around
tongue-in-cheek nonsense is
doing in a college newspaper.
Tiuth be told, I don't have
the first clue. But it entertained some people, so we
just rolled with it. For all of
the people who found even
, one thing remotely humorous
over"the past few years,
thanks for the ride. Ladies and
· gentlemen, friends, family;
UCF royalty; I' give you this
final gracious tirade ...
To the publishers, writers,
editors and staff of the Future,
thank you for working your
1
butts off week in and week

Microsoft Word's spell-checking ...
To Papa and Mama Redbird for dealing with their
professional student offspring,
I can't be grateful enough for
not being shipped off to a
vocational school in Alaska
years ago. I promise, whether
ESPN or prison, I'll make the
MOUTHING OFF Burns name famous ...
To the dedicated and wonASHLEY BURNS
derful employees of the UCF
Newsroom Manager
Police Department, thanks for
out to produce a quality publi- every late night rendezvous at
cation to a thankless avail.
BP that contributed to my
People will always criticize,
insomnia in every way imagibut they can never duplicate
nable ...
the talent that has worked for
iast but certainly not least,
this fine paper ...
I need to thank some of the
To my No. 1 fan Connie
finest student-athletes and allWasham, the e-mails won't
around great people I've had
stop just because the column
the pleasure of serving and
has. I'll still deliver the laughs, knowing at UCF.
whether they're in another
To Dexter Lyons, Gary
publication or a Florida penal
Johnson, Troy Lindbeck, Josh
blog ...
Bodden, Ben Stout, Steven
To my Redbird insider
Moffett, Paul Carrington,
Chris 'Tunno, when the
Jimmy Fryzel, Julie Snaman,
Armageddon arrives and the
Beth Harless, Amanda King,
good are rewarded and the
Rhett Rosen, Antonio Sierra,
evil are punished, we will
'Ryan Mcintosh and every sinstand side-by-side and put our gle men's soccer player over
feet op. the heads of every
the past five years, Stephanie
Cubs fan as they try to escape Best, Taylor Sawyer, Jana
the lake of fire ...
Mitchell, Chaz Arah and espeTo the downtown News
cially the one and only Tanya
Team, Striped Shirt Brigade
Jarvis, thanks for everything ...
and Outer Donut of "Ladies,"
Finally, as I feel like I'm out
for your endless years of
of breath, there are people to
inspiration, which have amaz- thank, but there are people
ingly not landed me in prison, who have pushed me harder
I tip my hat to each and every than they could ever imagine,
member of our illustrious
and those are the individuals
social organizations. Neither
who have been ·my biggest
five hours nor 3,000 miles can critics. Oddly; I've appreciated
put a stop to the debauchery
the negative response and the
cruel words, but I'll let one of
To the fine staffs of
my greatest inspirations -put it
Devaney's Too, Pounders, The best.
Library, Wall Street, Wai Tiki,
To quote one of the greatCasey's, Cleo's and the Liquid
est coaches in NCAA basketCellar, thanks for taking a
ball.history, Bob Knight,
chance on this wide-eyed
"When my time on Earth is
wanderer. Rest assured, I will
gone, and my activities here
make my rounds one last time are past, I want that they
before June's D-Day arrives ...
should bury me upside down,
To J~ffTruesdell and Proso my critics can kiss my .. .''
fessor Rick Kenney for putWell, you know the rest.
ting up with my renegade
style of journalism, despite
Ashley Bums can be reached at
newsroom@UCFnews.com
• my incessant defense of
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It's Florida's time to
buckle down on
state's water wasters
Florida's water conservation regulations are
a joke.
.
April is water conservation month. Parts of
Florida are setting records for dry weather this
spring. But state officials still refuse to play
hardball with water wasters, despite the water
shortages going on in parts of the state, including Central Florida
Eight years ago, a fierce drought began. Four
years into it, a statewide task force created a list
of water-saving measures that ranged from asking farmers to catch rain water in cisterns to
hiring people to enforce lawn watering rules.
Four years after that, none of the 51 ideas listed
in the recommendations from that effort have
become state law.
Some are implemented in a haphazard fashion around the state, but none is law. State officials told the Orlando Sentinel that they were
working on a larger and niore effective conservation plan that will rely in sharing ideas for

Certain scents have a powerful effect on the opposite sex.
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When you're ready to quit, we're ready to help.

1-877-U-CAN-NOW

(1~877-822-6669)
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good practices and cooperation rather than
laws.
Cooperati9n is all fine and good, but, in this
case, Florida needs laws - preferably ones with
stiff fines.
There are 15,982,378 people that call Florida
home. This is putting an enormous strain on
the aquifer, which provides most of the state's
water. Drought and dry seasops are part of the
aquifer's natural cycle. Feeding the lawns of
15,982,378 people is not, and the strain is evident
in lower spring and river flows and drier wetlands.
·
Even when Florida returns to its regularly
scheduled afternoon rainfall, the population
alone will put enough strain on the aquifer to
make conservation a year-round necessity.
Right now, the state is developing a voluntary program called Conserve Florida that will
help coordinate water-conservation activities.
The program will release a conservation guide.book sometime in June, and it is currently putting together a clearinghouse of conservation
data that will help businesses, farmers and the
public find ways to save water.
This is all fine and good, but relying on the
goodness of people's hearts to conserve in
unreliable at best. There have been years of
warnings of water shortag~s; it's time Florida
lawmakers quit fooling around and enact some
water conservation laws with teeth.

Medical Education
That's A Cut Above.

At AUC, we realize you have uncompromising standards.
With more than 25 years of experience, we provide the
medical education you expect and require to become a
leading physician. Over 3,500 graduates practice ii} .all areas
of mainstream medicine and have consistently placed higher in
'the National Resident Matching Program (NRMP) compared
to the national average for foreign graduate placement.

> '*

'

To learn more about what sets AUC apart, call us toll-free at
866 AUC DR2B or visit us on the web at www.aucmed.edu .
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Karen Ritchie

1} ~ Alicia Jan Roth

t•

Congratulations,Alida!! ·
We are so proud of you.
You will always be our
baby girl.
Love Always,
Mom, Dad, Vincent, Patrick,
.___ _ _ _____, Vinny & Polka Dots

.Amanda Lin Garner

....._~~~~~~~~~~~~---'
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David Michael Koberlein

Beeda,
Congratulations We are very proud of you &
we love you.

To Our Best Son Ever,
Congratulations on your
acco.mplishments and the .
start of your future. We are
very proud of you~
Love,
-Mom&Dad

Mom - Dad - Em - Mopsie·
~

Andrew J. Smith

Dina T. Najjar

Andrew,
Congratulations on.ajob
well done. We are very
proud of you and your
achievements.
Love,
Mom&Dad
~----~

Ashanty Vazquez-Ortiz

Dina,
Congratulations! It's hard to
believe you are already graduating from college.
You have always been our
pride and joy.
Love,
Mom&Dad

Emily Ciaravolo

Morn and Dad,
Gracias portanto amor
yapoyo!
Muchos abraz-0s y besitos,
Ashanty

Ashlee Kaminsky

.

Congratulations!
We'are so proud of what
you have achieved, but not
surprised. We are·so glad
you are our daughter.
Love,
Mom&Dad

Erin Kristen Holland

Dea~st Ashlee,

Congratulations! You're so
special to us and we're so ·
proud of you & your
accomplishments.
Love Always,
Mom&Dad

Dante E. Tanfulla

i;

Erin,
Our family was blessed
when you were born. We
are very proud of you and
all that you have achieved.
Love,
Mom&Dad

Gina De Marco Scanlon

Dante,
Congratulations!
You have come a long way.
We are very proud ofyou.
Love,
Mom&Dad
~~.:__t,__;___

__,

Gina,
"Somewhere
Over the rainbow
Skies are blue
And the dreams
That you dare to dream
Really do come true."
Always Proud .. .
Love, Mom &Dad

Heather Oggier Allen

Melanie A. Pas
Melanie,·
You are an exceptional
human being. I am forever
proud of you. You've done
a great job and will
accomplish great things.
Love,
Mom

Dear Heather,
It is hard to express in
words how so very proud
we are.of you! We love
you so much.
Love,
Mom&Daddy

Jason P. Hopkins

Oliver Neil Molina
Oliver,
Wherever God leads you and
whatever you do, know that
you'll always have our love.
Congratulations on your
graduation!
Love,
Mom, Dad & Sharlyne

Jason,
We gave you roots.
We gave you wings.
Time to fly!
Love,
Mom&Dad

Jessica Nicole Matsakis

Kari,
Congratulations! I am so
proud you are my daughter.
You have achieved so much
through hard work and
determination. May your
dreams !)lways come true!
Love,
Mom

Paulina Jean Stone

To our beautiful Jessica,
We are proud ofyou. May all
ofyour dreams come true.

Paulina,
From asmiling curious
baby, to the beautiful
acc-omplished young
woman you have become.
We are so proud of you
Love Always,
Mom&Dad

'

. Love,
Dad, Sophia, Stephanie,
and Kramer

Johanny Mateo
· Johanny,
Congratulations and Best
Wishes! You are truly an
awesome daughter.

Phillip,
I am very proud of you,
your hard work and what
you have achieved. Now
can you fix my computer?
Love,
Mom

Love Always,
Mom&Dad

Jonathan Maingot
Jonathan,
Congratulations!
With our love,
Dad, Mom, Marcus,
Marissa, Naomi, Anna,
Penny, Henly, and the Fish

Robert Mello
Robert,
Congratulations!
You are more than we ever
expected...We are so proud
of who you have become!
Love Always,
Mom&Dad

UCF Alumni
Association
New Grad Special
Join the over 1 O,QOO o t her UCF graduates and become
a member of the UCF Alumn i Association . ·

.-

Membership includes: great discounts and services,
Pegasus magazine, invitations to social and networking
events, career services, discounted rates at the Rec &
Wellness Center, discounted athletic tickets, Young
Alumni Club (YAC) and much more.
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WATCH IT FROM YOUR OWN INDIVIDUAL
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Go. To College.

)

Dream a bigger dream for yourself ...

)

\

then live it! America is a land of dreams,
(.)

and a college education is still the vehicle
that gets you there. Edamerica provides
money for college with ·l ow-cost
student loans. We eryipower you
to live your dreaml

(l

At;lc ~bovt ovv- n'e-.w
ZERO·FEE Stafford loans

r~
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Fee
Don't let money be an obstacle
to getting your' education and
'grabbing your piece of
the American Dream.
Make it happen.
With Edamerica.
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Men's
tennis
falls to
UAB

UCF CLOSER DOMINIC PETRACCA:
QUIETLY POSTING A RECORD-BREAKING SEASON

Season ends at
C-USA tourney
JONNINE YARBROUGH
Contributing Writer

c

••

For the first 42 games of the 2006 season, Dominic Petracca had a 0.00 ERA.
While he's no longer statistically perfect, UCF needs him to stay alive in C-USA.
CHRIS HOYLER

,.

Sports Editor

UCF relief pitcher Dominic Petracca delivers a pitch earlier this
season. The senior, a native of Sanford, has been th e Knights'
most consistent reli.ever in a season full of bullpen problems.

The best ones get ~icknames, theme
songs, and T-shirts adorned with their likenesses.
The end Sunday's 16-4 loss to UAB saw Petracca allow his first
Brad "Lights Out" Lidge.
earned runs ofthe season,as the Blazers scored four runs off of him in
. Metallica's "Enter Sandman" flooding the
the seventh inning.
air in tWo New York City boroughs as Marir
ano Rivera and Billy Wagner finish off games.
Simply perfect Of Petracca's 19 appearances this season, he has
A wave of "Game Over" T-shirts filling
not allowed a baserunner in nine ofthem.
Dodger Stadium as Eric Gagne won a Cy
Goinq the distance Petracca has two wins this season, and
Young Award.
both ofthem came in extended appearances of four and three and
To be a star closer, there seems to be just
one third innings.
one criterion: A fastball so intilnidating that
the opposition enters the batter's box defeatOh SO dose In the 18-game losing streak, the ~ights lost six
games by one or two r:uns.
ed; simply going through the motions and
praying that a stray 95 mph bullet avoids
top closer and ... soft-tosser?
their helmet's ear hole.
"I'm telling you, it works," said UCF hitSo for a closer to have a nonexistent ERA
for more than two months before surrender- ting Coach Derek Wolfe, who managed
ing .his first run, he must hit triple digits on against Petracca in the Florida Collegiate
Summer League. "His fastball sitting at 87-88
the radar gun consistently, right?
.(mph), then he Inioces in his (changeup) at 72
Not exactly.
Meet Dominic Petracca. The heart of (mph). It's awesome."
"That's the guy that our hitters don't like
UCF's young bullpen, arguably the nation's

Inside Petracca's 2006 season

to face in the fall, since we intrasquad all the
time," Wolfe said. "That's. the guy that just
baffles our guys, so I can't imagine what it
does to the' other guys." "I like to think that my stuff is good, but I
know it isn't typical for closers,'' said Petracca, a native of Sanford
But Petracca is more than a Closer. There
is a growing belief in baseball that a team
does not need a pitcher strictly for the ninth
imiing, that a manager shpuld use his best
reliever whenever the team needs him. UCF
Coach Jay Bergman, through his use of
Petracca, seems to subscribe to this "relief
ace" theory.
"He's there when we need him. He gets us
out of jams, and we're not afraid to extend
him,'' Bergman said.
This season alone, Petracca has been
extended past one inning six times, throwing
four innings and three and one-third innings
scoreless ball in his two wins, over Siena and
TCU, respectively.
Maybe "Lights Out" would be a good nickPLEASE SEE

BREAKOUT ON Bl

The UCF men's tennis team
ended its regular season play with
a 4-2 loss to.the No. 4 seed, University of Alabama at Birmingham, during the Conference USA
Championship on Friday. .
The Golden Knights, who
were debuting at the C-USA
Championship, fu;rished as the
fifth seed with a season record of
ll-10.
"Ovenill, rm very happy with
the team's performance at the
tournament,''.UCF Coach Bobby
Cashman said Cashman believes
that his team has learned some
valuable lessons from this tournament that they will use to make
themselves an even better team
for next season.
"I think they realize the importance of making gi;eat plays:' he
said
'
One of the great plays Cashman was referring to was a win
from freshman Brock Sakey over
UAB's No. 4, Andre Maier; 64, 64, during the singles portion of
the tournament.
''Brock was consistent in the 4,
5 and 6 [positions]," Cashman
said ''He's only going to get better.
'1\s far as singles are concerned, we did a good job. But we
need to improve on winning key
matches. When it's close, we have
to take the match; we need to take
the opportunity when it is at
PLEASE SEE

DIFFICULT ON B4

Campus
transition
will be a
great sight

ANDY VASQUEZ
Senior StaffWriter

It's hard to believe that, for
many of us here at UCF, our col:..

"That's the guy that just baffles our guys, so I can't imagine what it does to the other guys."
- DEREK WOLFE, UCF HITTING COACH

I
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History follows Owls
with trip to Orlando
come to this new crop of competition after thorough domination in the Western Athletic Conference. The Owls won every WAC Conference
Right now, the UCF baseball team could use Championship in their nine-year tenure with
a confidence boost. Losers in eight of their last the league.
While the surroundings may be.different this
10 games, the Golden Knights will take any win
against any team. Wait - isn't that what last year, the results are projected to be the same.
weekend was all about? The UAB Blazers rode The Owls were the unanimous preseason
into Orlando carrying a 19-game losing streak favorite to win the 2006 C-USA regular season, .
and a winless conference record It was the per- accor<;ling to the league's nille head coaches.
fect opportunity for the Knights to bulk up on a From the start of the year, the Owls (36-9, 14-1 in
weak opponent. Instead, everything backfired . C-USA) have not disappointed
when the Knights lost two of three games,
While Conference USA is seen as a bigger
challenge than the WAC, Rice has swept its last
including Sunday's 16-4, six-error debacle.
And things are not going to get any easier for four C-USA series and leads the country in
.
UCF. In fact, it is about to get as difficult as con- wins.
This weekend pairs two teams that sport the
ceivably possible. This weekend, the nation's
No. 1 team, the Rice Owls, visits Jay Bergman C-USA'.s Preseason Player of the Year, .Rice's Joe
Field for a three-game series.
PLEASE SEE DEGERMAN ON B2
)
The 'owls, a fellow Conference USA rookie,

Inaugural Future NFL mock draft - see 84

BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

MICHAEL CONROY I ASSOCIATED PRESS

USC running back Reggie Bush is projected to be the first overall pick in the 2006
NFL Draft. To see the rest of the staff and reader first round, see Page 84.

legiate careers are coming to an
end thiS week I'm not going to
lie, I definitely have some mixed
feelings abouf my imminent
graduation. As much as I complain about going to class, doing
homework and, most recently,
studying for exams, I'm sure
next year - somewhere in the
midst of my third 40-hour week
in a row - I'll be longing for the
days of college I left behind But
·not to rub it in or anything; it
feels good to be done!
All you freshman and sophomores out there, you don't
know how lucky you are. Not
because you are young and have
your whole life in front of you (I
hate it when people say that),
but because you came to UCF
at the perfect time. In the next
few years, you will see the
opening of a new football stadium, a new state-of-the-art basketball arena and a variety of
uriprecedentec;i amenities, all on
campus.
UCF will transform right in
front of your eyes, while us seniors will be forced to watch that
transformation from a distance.
In transferring to UCF twoand-a-half years ago, I didn't
really know what to expect. I
PLEASE SEE

PATIENCE ON B4
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LB job for
CF's Petracca
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e for the senior, since the Knights are 20-0
hen leading after eight innings this season, a
that includes eight saves for Petracca
"He's our number one guy," Wolfe said.
en the game's on the line, we've got to have
y that comes in and stops it; he's the guy."
"It makes me feel good. The coaches can
end me, and it shows a lot of confidence in
e, and it reflects upon myself and I just build
of that," Petracca said.
.
Petracca's eight saves are good for second
-time on the UCF single-season list. He
eds just five more to pass Jason Arnold, who
osed out 12 games in 1998.
"I wasn't really aware of the save record, but
s not important, just as long as we keep wing," Petracca said. "If I have the opportunies, as long as I keep converting them, the
ves will come."
However, Arnold was a 6-foot-3, 210 pound
-American, a superstar who set that record
his first season in college before moving into
starting role that made him a second-round
ck of the New York Yankees in 2001..
At 5-foot-10, 180 pounds, Petracca doesn't fit
t mold, but his recent success could make
a target for MLB teams that focus on proction, not projection.
''I'd like to hope I'll (get drafted), it's always
en a dream of mine, and hopefully this year
· get me there,'' Petracca said.
If Petracca does get drafted based on his
06 performance, he can thank his developent in the FCLS. The league was established
2003 and has already seen 18 of its players
afted.
Even with the difficult competition and prossional-style rules - the FCLS uses wood
ts instead of the NCAA'.s aluminum etracca found ways to dominate, and, in 33.2
· gs of work, he allowed just eight runs,
ing 5-1 and being named the league's top
lieve~
·
"It was a lot ofconfidence. Last year, I got hit
ound a little bit late in the year. It may have
een fatigue. I may have been a little out of
pe arm-wise, but over summer I just tried to
ow a lot of strikes, which I did, got a lot of
ts," Petracca said. "With a wood bat, it was
· erent, but it kept me in shape to get ready
r this year, and that was probably the biggest
· was conditioning."
"He did everything from starting games to
ming in and finishing games four days later,"
olfe said. "Every time that guy came in, he
st shut us down, and he's been doing the
e thing to our opponents this year."
And he's receiving some national recognion for it. Petracca, along with 29 others, was
ed to the Midseason Watch List for the
ational Collegiate Baseball Writers Associaon Stopper of the Year Award, given annually
Division l's top reliever.
After allowing his first four ear'ned runs of
e season on. Sunday against t.JAB, Petracca
ow sports a 1.15 ERA, which is still in the top
in the nation for pitchers with at least 30
. gs.
"It's a lot of defense, and I really credit
em,'' Petracca said. "It's a 10t different than
arting. (UCF starting pitcher) Tim Bascom
an go out there and throw eight innings every
· t and have a I ERA, I just gotta try to get
ee outs, close it down, and the defense has
een playing superb behind me. I've got no
omplaints at all."
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COURTESY CHRIS SCHUBERT

Mitch Herold struggled against UAB, but he gets another shot at solidifying his spot in the rotation against Rice.

Degerman and Bascom will
lead off big weekend series
FROM

Bl

Savery, and the preseason pitcher of
the year, UCF's Tim Bascom.
In 2005, Savery completed a dream
season for any player, niuch less any
freshman. The infielder led the WAC
in hitting (.382) and led the Owls in
hits (76). But Savery was just as successful on the mound as he was at the
plate. He posted a 2.49 ERA in 19
games last season, which was secondbest in the WAC. He struck out 129
batters in 118 innings and even had
· enough time to pick up a save. All that
succ;ess culminated with Savery being
honored as the Freshman of the Year
from both Baseball America and Collegiate Baseball.
This year, the utility star is still hitting over .300, but Savery has drawn
more attention for his outings on the
hill He has allowed just nine earned
runs and collected 48 strikeouts in 48and-one-third innings.
Meanwhile, Bascom has lived up to
all the hype that was thrown upon him
in January by producing in March and
April. The Dunedin native leads CUSA in ERA (l.19) and is fourth in
strikeouts at 83. Opponents are hitting
a razor-thin .175 off of Bascom in his 68
innings of work That stat will be put
to the test against a relentless Owls
lineup, which sports seven batters
with an average above .295.
While Savery has been very good
on the mound, few have dominate as
much as as Rice senior Eddie
Degerman in 2006. Degerman began
his college career with two years at
UC Irvine where he never made an
appearance. He stepped up to Division I baseball in 2004 and worked out
of Rice's bullpen. By the end of 2005,
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he had transformed himself into a staff
ace, thanks to his 12-to-6 curveball and
precision command. This year,
Degerman is 9-0 with a 1.29 ERA in 12
starts. In 76-and-two-thirds innings, he
has struck out 102 batters to go along
with just 27 walks. Now the pitcher
who many undervalued is arguably
one of the five best in college baseball.
Degerman and Bascom will toe the
rubber for their respective clubs on
Friday in what could be 'the finest
pitching showdown in C-USA this
season.
The UCF bats will need to be
exceptionally strong to compete
against the likes ofDegerman and Savery. But the right player is .c urrently
leading UCF's offense. Catcher Ryan
Bono is one of only two seniors in the
Knights lineup, but his leadership will
be needed in this series. And he is
showing the way, currently leading the
Golden Knights with a .350 average. In
14 April games, he is hitting over .400
and with 11 RBis.
The Owls have triumphed in three
of four all-time meetings against the
Knights, but this will be the first 'game
between the squads in five years. Back
in 2001, the combatants met under
similar circumstances when the
Knights traveled to Rice, who was
country's No. I team. The'Owls earned
a5-l win.
The last time the Knights faced the
nation's best team. they lost to Florida
State, 7-3, in an NCAA Regional on
June ·1, 2002.
A top-ranked team has never faced
UCF in Orlando, but all three games of
this series are set to take place at Jay
Bergman Field. Friday and Saturday's
games start at 6:30 p.m. Sunday's game
is slated to start at I p.m.
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Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.
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~'BUMPER TO BUMPER"
LIMI I ED WARRANTY
48 MONTHS OR 50,000 MILES

MAZDA
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TEST DRIVE AMAZDA TODAY.

AM/FM/CD, Power Windows,
Power Locks, Keyless Entry,
Automatic, Air Conditioning

WELL -EQUIPPED! NOT STRIPPED!

SEVERAL TO CHOOSE FROM

.,

Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes
AM/FM/CD Player, Tilt Steering Wheel
FROl'o!ONLY

Model Code:05716

with $2,500 down

A/C, AUTO, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Power Windows, CD Player

Stk #6l518928
Stk #6l520249

$
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SEVERAL TO CHOOSE FROM

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Power Brakes,
ABS Brakes, Tiit Steering Wheel, Alloy Wheels

Model Code:42216

Stk #6C510408
Stk #6C51 1952

2006 MOTOR TREND
SPORT/UTILITY
OF THE YEAR.
4X4, Power Locks, Power Windows,
Cruise Control, Keyless Entry and
Alarm, A/C, AM/FM/CD,
Rear Bumper Steps

SEVERAL TO CHOOSE FROM

Save Up To
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A/C, CD, Alloy Wheels,
Power Windows, Power Locks,
Power Brakes,

MSRP
Model Code:04316
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"Cash back from Nissan on new 2005/2006 Altimas, 2005/2006 Pathfinders, 2005/2006 Xterras, 2005/2006 Sentras and 2005/2006 Frontiers (including Crew Cab). Offers expire on
June 30, 2006. Cannot be combined with other offers. ""Deferred interest added to contract balance and payable over remaining contract tenn. New purchases onl~. Subject to credit approval.
Not available in Pennsylvania. See Nissan dealer for details. Nissan, the Nissan Brand Symbol, NMAC and Nissan model names are Nissan trademarks. C2006 Nissan North America, Inc.

•• 39-moolh ~nd lease with $2,500 total due at lease inception, which illdudes: first payment of $19S, security depo~t of SO, and cash or trade equity of $2,301: All advertised pricing does not illClude
tax or tag. 12,000 miles per year, any overage will be S0.15 per mile. Wrth approved credtt to qualified buyers, 640 Beacon Credit Score required Seventy of credit may affect down payment and APR. All
bankruptcies must be discharged. +Savings based on dealer discount and/or factory rebate. Exam~e: 2006 Nissan Xterra SE (MSRP of S28,745) indudes factory rebate of St ,000 andloc dealer d1soounl of
$2,500. 2006 Nissan Xterra sale pnce $25,245. ++All prices plus tax, 'lag. and title. All rebates and in<:enbves ass~ned to dealer. All otters not to be used mconjunction. AU vehicles subject to prior sale.
Pictures for illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typographical errors. Dealer fee of $599 is induded in advertised prices

+All prices plus tax, tag, and mre. Must finance through dealer to qualify for $1,000 rebate.++ All prices plus tax, tag. and title Must finance Mazda Tribute through Mazda American Credit to ;
qualify for $500 cash for MAC. All rebates and incentives assigned to dealer. All offers not to be used in conjunction. All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only.
Nol responsible for typographical errors.

SALE HOURS:

A F HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9-9• Sun 11 -6

Mon-Fri 9-9• Sat 9-9 Sun 11-6

SERVICE HOURS: .

. SERVICE HOURS:

Mon-Fri 7-6• Sat 8-5

Mon-Fri 7-6• Sat8-5

NISSAN

MAZDA

HWY 436 Between Colonlal & University Blvd. Next to Classic Mazda East

HWY 436 Between Colonial & University Blvd. Next to Classic Nissan

1-SSS-NEW-NISSAN

:1.-800-639-7000

www.classicnissan.com

Go Knights!

1-888-639-6477

www.classicmazda.com

Go Knights!

mazca·

Go Knights!

Patience will
bekeywith
King James

On Saturday, the NFL will conduct its a.nnual college
draft, with one of the deepest and most talented
classes in years waiting. UCF's strong senior class will
be well represented, led by WR Brandon Marshall.

UCF's NFL Draft questions

FROM

didn't really know anything about UCF
and my perspective of Orlando was
that of a toUrist Thankfully, the past
few years have been extremely
rewarding, especially having the
opportunity ~o cover collegiate sports
and relate my opinions to readers.
Writing to this paper's audience is
what rn miss the most
- But enough about me. Graduation
is a time to look forward, and there is
plenty to look forward to in the world
· • of sports. ·
At UCF the big question is: what's
going to happen to the football team
next season? Are they going to come
out with the same intensity we saw for
much of last season, or will complacency set in and set the program back
a year? I think there is definitely a danger for the Knights to become too satisfied with their success. Ifthat happens, it will be a long year. But at
spring practice, UCF Coach George
O'Leary didn't seem too complacent
about much of anything, which is an
indicator for what we'll see from the
Knights next seasoIL O'Leary will keep
his team hungry and the Knights, will
finish the conference schedule with a
return trip to the Conference USA
Championship game and a top 25 ranking for the first time in school history.
The NHL and NBA playoffs are
only a week old, and the primary difference between the two has been
vividly illustrated already. The top
team in the NHL playoffs, the Detroit
Red Wmgs, are trailing bottom-seeded
Edmonton oµers two games to one.
Meanwhile, in the NBA, most the top
seeds have sprinted out to 2-0 series
leads. History has shown that the NHL
playoffs produce far more upsets of
top seeds than the NBA playoffs, and it
looks like that will remain to hold true
this year. But, keep in mind, two
months from now, it's likely that some
bottom seeded, no-name NHL team
will be playing in the Stanley Cup
Finals, while it's almost guaranteed
that the NBA Finals will have a marquee matchup. Which would you
rather watch?
The reviews of Lebron James' first
playoff games are certainly mixed. In
game one of his Eastern Conference
quarterfinal series against the Washington Wizards, James came out with a
spectacular performance, leading his
team to victory and becoming the first
player since Magic Johnson to have a
triple-double in his firs~-ever playoff
game.
But on Tuesday night, Lebron
looked nervous and despite scoring 26,
King James tied a career high with IO
turnovers. Look, James and the Cavaliers won 50 games this season, and
they have home-court advantage over
the Wizards, but they aren't going to
get out of the first round. Lebron is
probably better than any player has
been at his age, but finding wins with. out a strong supporting cast is not
easy. Just ask Michael Jordan, who
scored 63 points in a playoff game,
' which the Bulls still lost
Jordan didn't make it out of the first ·
round until his fourth try, after the
addition of Scottie Pippen. Last time I
checked, Drew Gooden and Larry
Hughes are no Scottie Pippen.

Will the dream season of 2005 mean NFL jobs for the
departed seniors? Will Brandon Marshall, Paul Carrington,
Matt Prater, James Cook and Darcy Johnson get the call?

Will Brandon Marshall be drafted? If
so, in what round? If not, will he be
signed by an NFL team?
The Answer: Yes, Marshall will
be drafted, in the fourth round
(119th overall) by the Denver Broncos.
.
The Skinny: Could end up Marshall
being a star, has a tremendous
sense of the game, and his attitude
is not as bad as is widely reported. Sometimes confidence is confused with arrogance.

Will Paul Carrington be drafted? If so,
in what round? If not, will he be
signed by an NFL team?
·

The Answer: Yes, Carrington
will be drafted, in the seventh
round (22I overall) by the St. Louis .
Rams.
The Skinny: Carrington's sur- Carrington
·prisingly fast 40-yard dash time
has turned the heads of many NFL
,
scouts. Carrington has a chip on his shoulder for
not being invited to the Combine. Even if he isn't
drafted, expect
on NFL roster next year.

rum an

Will Darcy Johnson be drafted? If so, in
what round? If not, will he be signed
by an NFL team?

CHARLES REX ARBOGAST I ASSOCIATED PRESS

•

Ohio State linebacker AJ. Hawk, seen here sacking Miami (OH) quarterback Josh Betts, may take an unexpected fall in Saturday's NFL
Draft. Hawk, who is projected by many to go in the Top 5, may get bu.mped by trades or teams wading through the vast offensive tl!lent.

The Answer: Yes, Johnson will
be drafted, in the fifth round (160th
overall) by the Jacksonville Jaguars.
The Skinny: The fact that Johnson is 6-foot-5, 255 pounds and
likes to block will allow him to
make an immediate impact at the
next level He is also a solid receiver.

Three downs: Trends to watch for during Saturday's first round
After dominating the college
football landscape in the
early part of the decade,
Miami (FL) may not have a
first round pick in 2006.

Will Matt Prater be drafted? If so, in
whatlound? If not, will he be signed
by an NFL team?
The Answer: No, he will not be
drafted, but he will be picked up by
an NFL team.
The Skinny: Look for a team in
a need of a 'kicker, like Tampa Bay,
to bring Prater to camp.

Reader and staff NFL mock draft
Prater

Will James Cook be drafted? If so, in
what round? If not, will he be signed
by an NFL team?
The Answer: No, he will not be
drafted, but he will be picked up by
. an NFL team shortly after the draft.
The Skinny: Undrafted, but
don't be surprised to see Cook on
a practice squad next seasoIL

Will last year's top teams Indianapolis, Seattle and
Pittsburgh - aim to fill holes
created by losses in free
agency?

With three QBs considered
virtually equal, who will move
up to get their signalcaller of
choice? Who will fall, like
Aaron Rodgers in 2005?

Cook

- CHRIS HOYLER AND ANDY VASQUEZ

18.Dallas Cowboys - Kamerion Wimbley,OLB, Florida State
19.San Diego Chargers - Jason Allen,DB,Tennessee
20.Kansas City Chiefs - Chad Jackson,WR,.Florida
21.New England Patriots - Tye Hill, CB, Clemson
22. San Francisco 49ers - Donte Whitner, DB,Ohio State
23. Tampa Bay Buccaneers - Johnathan Joseph,DB, South Carolina
24.Cincinnati Bengals - Marcedes Lewis,TE,UCLA
25.New York Giants- Ashton Youboty,CB, OhioState
26.Chicago Bears - Chad Greenway,OLB, Iowa
27.Carolina Panthers - Leonard Pope,TE,Georgia
28.Jacksonville Jaguars - Tambi Hali, DE, Penn State·
29.NewYork Jets - MarcusMcNeil!, OT, Auburn
30.Indianapolis Colts - Laurence Maroney, RB,Minnesota
31. Seattle Sea hawks - Nick Mangold, OL,OhioState
32. Pittsburgh Steelers - Sinorice Moss,WR, Miami (FL)

1. Houston Texans - Reggie Bush, RB, USC
2. New Orleans Saints - D'Brickashaw Ferguson,OT, Virginia
3.Tennessee Titans - Vince Young,QB,Texas
4. New York Jets- Matt Leinart, QB, USC
5. Green Bay Packers - Mario Williams, DE, North Carolina State
6. San Francisco 49ers -Vernon Davis,TE, Maryland
7. Oakland Raiders - A.J. Hawk, OLB,Ohio State
8. Buffalo Bills -Winston Justice, OT, USC
9. Detroit Lions- Michael Huff, DB, Texas
10.Arizona Cardinals - Antonio Cromartie,CB, Florida State
11. St. Louis Rams - Ernie Sims, OLB, Florida State
12. Cleveland Browns - Haloti Ngata, OT, Oregon
13.Baltimore Ravens - Brodrick Bunkley, DT, Florida State
14. Philadelphia Eagles - DeAngelo Williams, RB,Memphis
15.Denver Broncos ~ Santonio Holmes,WR, Ohio State
16. Miami Doiphins - Jimmy Williams, DB, Virginia Tech
17.Minnesota Vikings - Jay Cutler, QB, Vanderbilt

- READER ANDSTAFF CONTRIBUTIONS

Difficult schedule awaits Cashman's squad for next season
ROM

B1

iand.''

In the doubles section of the tournanent, Sakey paired up with fellow
reshman fllilIIlY Roesch to defeat the
;ompetition 8-4.
But Cashman said that the team had
nany bumps this season.
'We were inconsistent at the end,"
J.e said. 'We lost five seniors from last
year. We had four freshmen as key play:!rs, and we were injury-bound for most
;:>fthe seasoIL
''Tarek Ben Soltane played excellent,

and he had a bad back for just about the
whole season.''
Soltane, who is also a freshman,
defeated UAB's Johannes Spangenberg,
6-3, 6-3, in the singles tournament.
Cashman was impressed with the
performances of his freshman squad,
but he felt that the player that stood out
the most to him this season was sophomore Sinan Sudas.
"Sinan stood out in my mind this
season because his record wasn't consistent where he usually plays at four
and five,'' Cashman said. "Then Sinan
steps up and plays at No. I and did very

well I mean, he beat the UAB guy! To
go No. I and win five matches is huge."
Cashman said the tournament will
haye a positive effect on the team.
''Even though we were disappointed, we can learn from it," he said. ''The
team has improved so much already
from September to the end. The first
year is always the toughest, but now the
fun's going to start:•
Cashman said he was happy about
the future of the UCF men's tennis
team. He sees this year as a ''year of
growth."
'We hada tougher schedule this sea;.;;
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Andy Vasquez can be reached at
sports@UCFf!ews.com
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son," he said. 'We had Indiana, South
Florida and a few other really good
schools on the schedule back to back.
There were too many tough matches in
a row. Next year, it will be a good schedule. We have Miami at home. We'll be
p~ Utah and Denver, as well We'll
also be hosting UAB next year."
Cashman will use.the tournament as
a learning experience and is very optimistic about the team.
''I put the heat tm," he said. "I believe
by the time the freshman and sophomores on the team are jUniors and seniors, we'll be in the top 30:'
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Stressed from finals?
Neck pain?
Back Pain?

STUDENT STORAG·E

Clean, Friendly & Convenient
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a friend!!
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Sore muscles from
·training?
cJYeetl. .tome pa.m.pett:ln.#,
Visit one of our skilled therapists@
)fntfers Vniversity Chiropractic
· l. Wellness Center

12251 Universitv Blvd.

Ph:
401-249-3300
corner of UnlVersttv BIVd. Alafava trail
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Make th·e dean's·list
x ·f aste·r..
MacBoo'k Pro with Int.el Core Duo.
•

J/I

.

\Nith the blazin9 new Intel Core Duo processor} built-in
iSlqht, apd Front Row with Apple Remote, t~1e. 'l-irich-thln
MacBook Pro is the ultimate tool for di9ital expression
and acadcrnic achievement in your dorm, in class, or on
the 9C? !t even comes pteloadeo with iUfe 06 <Photo,
!Movie HD, iDVD, Gara9c8and, !Tunes, and iVVeb.2
1

Visit an Apple Authorized Campus Store, an Apple Store
· near you, or our online Apple Store at www.apple.com/
education/shop to find out about education discounts.
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Oral Presentation Winners

i

1!!

Poster Presentation Winners

·Business Administration and Hospitality M'anagement:
Renu Desai, Business Administration Ph.D.
Mentor: Robin Roberts, Ph.D.

Education:
Elizabeth Boggs, Educational Leadership Ed.D.
Mentor: LeVester Tubbs, Ed.D.
·

Education:
Rebecca Fiedler, Education Ph.D.
Mentors: Donna Baumbach, Ph.D. and Gail West, Ph.D.

E1l.gineering1 Computer Science, Optics, Physical Sciences,
Mathematics, Modeling and Simulation:
Sergio Tafur, Pl1ysics ~h.D.
Mentor: Artem Masunov

Engineering, Computer Science, Optics, Physical Sciences,
Mathematics, Modeling and Simulation:
Yue Zhao, Materials Science and Engineering Ph.D.
Mentor: Jiyu Fang, Ph.D.
Jaap de Vries, Mechanical Engineering Ph.D.
Mentor: Eric Petersen, Ph.D.

Life and Health Sciences:
Melinda D~nnelly, Biology M.S.
Mentor: Liµda Walters, Ph.D.
Social Sciences:
Deborah Bauer, Gender Studies G::ertificate
Mentor: Constance Rynder,· Ph.D.
{

Life and Health Sciences:
Carlos Anderson, I?iology M.S.
Mentoi-: Jane Waterman, Ph.D.
Social Sciences:
Meggan Jordan, Applied Sociology M .A.
Mentor: Elizabeth Grauerholz; Ph.D.
Mary Davis.1 Industrial and Organizational
Psychology M.S. ·
Mentor: William Wooten, Ph.D.
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iJ iince this is the last issue of
Variety for the semester,
here's an expanded calendar
e of shows coming up in the
ri next few wee)<s that are ·
worth noticing.
J
LJ

u FRIDAY

Monsters 9th
~i Anniversary
a Show

l
r;

•

e Real Radio 104.1and Blld1.l weiser celebrate the Mon:> sters in the Morning at the
~l Hard Rock Live! Doors open
at 8 p.m.407-351-LIVE

e SATURDAY

Florida
~ International
u Beer & Food ·
~ Festival
1

•

...

The name sort of sells itselt
doesn't it? Held at Heritage
ft Square in dpwntown Orlanl! do. Runs from 4 p.m. to 8
u p.m.407-383-2331
l

c 'MAY 1

Outbreak

3

The hardcore metal group
.and guests Miles Away,
Make or Break and
- Headaches&Handgrenades
~
• come to Bae~ Booth. Doors
open at 5 p.m.407-999t 2570

;J
l FRI

MAY 4-7

: Emergenza

I

,

ru Abig-old music festival

~

hosting literally dozens of
1 m up-and-coming bands at
'fu Back Booth.All nights start
J cc at7:30p.m.407"999-2570

jmMAY5
he Cinco De
yt Mayo Block
ei

•

The outside world is too dangerous!
We're here to help with a.list .of the.
movies worth seeing this summer.

Party

oJ Cel~brate Mexico'.s inde-

pendence day at the Wall
- Street Cantina.Starts at 11
fl a.m. 407-849--0471

WILLIAM GOSS

. MAY6

Staff Writer

John Frank CD
release party .

\i

~

Summer is the thne for movies. Don't let people fool you into
thinking its for spending thne outdoors or with family - it's
just for movies. But how can you tell the difference between
trash and treasure? You can't! But we can!

Former Variety interviewee
John Frank celebrates the
release of his kicking new
CD at The Social. With guests
Cori Yarckin, Matt Mackelcan
and Sasha Aaron. Doors
open at 9 p.m.407-2461419

The Good

MAY7

Ashlee
Simpson
Jessica Simpson's younger,
somewhat less smoking-hot
sister comes to Hard Rock
Live. Doors open at 6:30 ·
p.m.407-351-LIVE

COURTESY NEW LINE CINEMA

Troy (Kenan Thompson) is one of the passen.gers on an airplane hijacked by a terrorist using slimy reptiles in place of
conventional weapons.Snakes on a Plane opens Aug. 18.
·

The best bets for your summer
Snakes on aPlane

The Descent

Mission: Impossible Ill

Director: David Ellis
Stars: Samuel L.Jackson, Nathan ·
Phillips, Benjamin McKenzie

Director: Neil Marshall
Stars: Nora-Jane Noon, Shauna
Macdonald, Natalie Mendoza

Director: J.J. Abrams
Stars: Tom Cruise, Philip Seymour
Hoffman, Ving Rhames

Starts August 18

Date to be announced

Starts May 5

1.) In a world of sequels, three-quels and remakes, only one
movie dares to deliver on all its hype and satisfy audiences with
an original concept and edge-of-your-seat suspense: Snakes on a
Plane, starring· Samuel L. Jackson. Those words instantly
spawned an entire cult culture surrounding such a shnple premise, even though the film doesn't land until August 18. Because of
this response, New Line made the unprecedented move of
reshooting scenes to secure an R rating, allowing Jackson to
spout his favorite expletives for all to hear. Just convince them to
include Christopher Walken as the control tower· chief and this
will officially be the Best Movj.e Ever.
·
2.) Six feisty femmes find themselves underground, fighting
off claustrophobia. hostility and something else in The Descent, a
helmet-scraping, bone-snapping firight fest from the UK.
Although Llonsgate apparently trhnmed the ending enough to be
annoying, the result is still the best horror film in years. Q!tlt
thinking about last August's subterranean suspense flick and do
whatever you can to ·catch this in theaters this August.
3.) The first one was a bunch of action sequences, strung
together by too much plot. The second one was a bunch of action
sequences, strung together by too little plot. Maybe the third
thne truly is the chann. Alias and Lost creator J.J. Abrams makes
PLEASE SEE

ACTION ON BB
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The Original. The King.

FOR YOUR COMPLIMENTARY PASS FOR MISSION IMPOSSIBLE Ill

•

PHASE 2- ATIEND THE ADVANCED SCREENING OF

•

I
d

re

Tuesday, May 2- 7:30 PM
Regal Winter Park Village 20
No purchase necessary. Offer availapie while supplies last.
Employees of the Central Florida Future and Paramount
Pictures are not eligible. Ticket giveaway begins Thursday,
April 27, 8:30 AM until supplies last. Tickets onlyavailable
at Smoothie King located at 12140 Collegiate Way, nextto
CB&S Bookstore.
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"Man Carving His Own Destiny;' one of Albin Polasek's most famous sculptures, is on display at the Albin Polasek Museum in Winter Park.

Museum a local artistic delight
•

'Enriching' Winter Park attraction ~elebrates sculpture
MATT HEDGECOCK
Variety Editor

\)

Winter Park is the odd .man out in Central
Florida. Its devotion to the arts is an anomaly in
a city whose most famous resident is a cartoon
mouse and the hottest crowd draws involve
words like "adventure" and "mania."
One of the staple artistic foundations of the
community is the Albin Polasek Museum and
Sculpture Gardens. The pristine property nestled on the southern shore of Lake Osceola has
been a favorite of locals and visitors , from
around the globe.
"'Ibis is a quiet place and an enriching experience," Executive Director Debbie Komanski
said about the museum and its grounds.
The mus·e um was founded in 1961 by Czech
sculptor and artist Albin Polasek. It was originally constructed in 1950 as a retirement home,
but he later decided to open it to the public
while he was still living in it. ,
"He wanted to give his works a permanent
place ta stay," Komanski said. "We have over
200 pieces here, and many are on permanent
display."

Polasek's 'work is known for its combination
of classical elements and references to the
mythology of his native Moravia, now part of
the Czech Republic. His body of work includes
these mythological elements but also many
Christian pieces that reflect Polasek's deep religious commitment.
The house that features most of his war~ is
unique in itself. Polasek combined elements of
traditional European architecture and Florida
architecture to create a fascinating and functional dwelling. He also added sculptures and
statues to walls and roofs.
"If you go out and look at the building it's
very unusual," Komanski said. "The style was .
very unique by its tune period."
Of course, the heavy pieces of one-of-a-kind
art require special care .- and a little luck
because they haye to face the unforgiving Florida elements.
.
After Hurricane Charley, "probably almost
every inch of our 3.:.acre grounds. were covered
with debris, but not one of our art works were
permanently damaged," Korrianski said.
PLEASE SEE

POLASEK'S ON B8
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Ending an era with
the Dirty Dozen
but, hey, he had it coming, being
a lying, cheating bastard But,
still, it is not my 'style. I feel as
though I should apologize ... but
let me sleep on it
6. Once upon a time, I found
closure. Sometimes when you
NOT JUST SEX
care about someone for so long,
the only way to get past them is
DANA DELAPI
to
find closure, that elusive thing
Columnist
that helps you close one cliapter
and open anothei: 'Iiicky thing
It is the end of an era Well, at
about closure: if you go looking
:!aSt for me.
for it, you'll never find it. Or it
This will be my final edition
may not work
1f ''Not Just Sex," as next week I
· 5. Once upon a time, I was a
vill become a college graduate.
single girL and it was the greatNhen I first set out to write this
:olumn, I thought it was going fo est life ever! My status may have
changed, but nothing has
ie a fond farewell thanking all
changed about the single life. It
he guys who helped shape me
is still fun. It is still hassle-free. It
nto the cynical girl you know
is still the best way to experience
md love and all my girls who
college
- being able to go out
tood by me and helped me
and meet new people while
hrough every heartbreak.
wearing whatever short skirt
But that's not what I am
you
choose.
ping to do. I am not going to
4. Once upon a time, Valen~ve you some sappy rendition
tine's Day was this speciaL
>f how much I loved bringing
romantic day filled with flowers
rou my opinions over the past
and chocolates. And at that time,
1W O years and learned so much
I threw up a little in my mouth. I
md became a better person
have always said, on Valentine's
Instead, for my last hurrah, I
take me to all-you-can-eat
Day,
9ve you for the last time, the
)irty Dozen: the 12 most memo- wings and beer, and I am a
:able things I have written about · happy camper. Screw teddy
bears and flowers and chocolate.
>Ver the last two years. So, here
OK, maybe not the chocolate,
rve go, let's take a look back, in
that can stay.
io specific ordei: ·
3. Once upon a time, there
12. Once upon a time, I was a
were
these little things called
tirgin And once upon a time so
mini-relationships. They were
NaS this columh. I feel it is only
the four-week kind of relationltting to pay homage to my first
ships where you felt every single
::olumn about virgins, especially
emotion in a short perj.od of
;ince it garnered me a slew of
time.
Plus, you didn't waste one
.e tters bashing my point ofview.
night
of sexual exploits·on a per3ut, I still hold true that you
son you plan to never see again
.i aveto try on the shoes before
Instead, you keep the notches in
{OU buy a paiJ:
your
belt low and let the good
11 Once upon a time I was a
times roll ... for four weeks.
Mako's girl OK, not really, but I
2. Once upon a time, marmould have been Ifit was not
riage
meant something to some
i>r dancing on bars and strutting
people. In the next month I will
:ny stuffMako's-style, I would
iot be the chick I am today. I still be attending two weddings. My
only hope is that they don't end
.uge every girl to hop on the bar
in divorce like so many marmd feel the rush.
riages of today. I don't get it ''Ttl
10. Once upon a time, guys
md girls could be friends. Not in death do you part'' used to mean
just that - not ''until you get on
ny world No matter what anymy nerves do we part"
)ne says, guys and girls cannot
1. Once upon a time, I took a
roly be 100 percent "just
chance
on love. One of my
friends:' One party is probably
favorite columns was one that
harboring romantic or sexual
took two of my favorite things
feelings. So remember, your best
and tied them together - gamfriend can't really be of the
bling and romance. The majority
:>pposite sex.
of the time when you gamble,
9. Once upon a time, I started
you
lose. But, if you don't risk
m official ladies' night While
something,
you risk even more.
:his may not be a column I
No matter how much you have
wrote, it is something I have to
been hurt in the past, love is
?ay homage to. Every girl needs
always worth the risk
1 little female bonding, as does a
I would like to dedicate this
?;UY need male bonding.,,
column
to all of my friends who
8. Once upon a time, ~wore
helped
me
week after week in
pigtails. Here is my homage to
formulating my columns and to
~ery man's fantasy hairstyle.
all the guys who pissed me off
Whether you call them handle
enough to write something stelbars or make you feel like my
lar and those who made me
"daddy," the 'tails can turn any
believe in true love.
man into a pig.
7. Once upon a time, I broke
up with someone in a column
Dana Delapi can be reached at
variety@UCFnews.com
Not one of my finer moments,

,.

John Dylar.i
·(Josh Lucas)
finds himself
trying to
survive on a
massive cruise
ship when a
tidal wave
capsizes the
. luxury vessel in
Poseidon, a
remake of the
1972 disaster
classic The
Poseidon
Adventure,
starring Shelley
Winters, Gene
Hackman and
Ernest
Borgnine.

•

.
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Action films .dominate·summer
FROM B6

his directorial debut on May 5 with Mission: Impossible III. In the flick, Tom
Cruise tries to stop the diabolical deeds of
Philip Seymour Hoffman Not only do we
get the terrific Hoffman as the baddie, but
Ving Rhames, Laurence Fishburne,
Michelle Monaghan, Keri Russell, and
Jonathan Rhys-Meyers all show up to help
distract from Tommy Boy's antics.
4) No, Brett Ratner is not Bryan Singer,
and no, this cannot possibly surpass its
superb predecessor, but is that going to
stop anyone from seeing X-Men: The Last
StQ-nd on May .26? Yeah, that's what I
thought.
5) The .trailer suggests a fusion of Collateral cool and Bad Boys bad. If any-0ne
knows what how to handle Miami Vice, it
would be director Michael Mann (Collateral, Heat, the original Vice series). Here's
to hoping that he cranks out one hell of an
action thriller, and nothing less, come July
28.
Honorable mentions: fanboys drool as
Superman Returns (6/30); Depp and the
gang return for Pirates of the Caribbean:
Dead Man's Chest (7/7); Pixar hopes to
keep the streak alive with Cars (6/9);
Poseidon may need a few more of those
"wet floor" signs (5/12); up against Sam
Jackson's snakes are Clerks II (8/18).

TheA'ight
1) Let's face it: the frenzy over the book
is pretty overblown, and the same can be
expected for May 19's ftlm adaptation of
The Da Vinci Code, directed by Ron
Howard (Cinderella Man) and starring
Tom Hanks, Audrey Tautou, Jean Reno,
Ian McKellen, Paul Bettany, Alfred Molina,
and Tom Hanks' mullet.

The art on the house aren't
the only ope11:-air pieces. Many
of Polasek's largest and most
famous pieces can ,only be
housed outside where they are
surrounded by flower arrangements and old-growth trees.

'

2) Adam Slll}dler gets a universal dear Rachel didn't get the guy in the end
remote that controls the universe and Kate Sheesh. Although relegated to 1supporting
' •\
Beckinsale? No fair. Then again, the trailei: status, leave it to Jason Bateman and Jon
for Click does save everyone time and Favreau to salvage this on June 2.
money by spilling several gags, including
Honorable mentions: M. Night Shyaappearances by David Hasselhoff and malan does a bedtime story - what a
Christopher Walken, before it fastfor- twist! - with Lady in the Water (7/21);
wards through its pitch-meetiilg premise Anchorman meets NASCAR in Talladega
to the hokey third act, pretty much giving Nights: The Ballad of Ricky Bobby (8/4);
away any reason to check this out on June that little brat Damien returns in The
30. Sorry, Sandler.
Omen (6/6/06); Jack Black is Mexican
3) A Scanner Darkly is a prime summer priest-turned-wrestler Nacho Libre (6/16);
bummer for those looking for something · Oliver Stone's World 'D-ade Center may be
deeper than Depp on July 7. Cop Keanu too much too soon (8/ 11).
Reeves ,~nds up investigating himself as a
drug dealer in the near future, which TheOogly
writer/director Richard Linklater brings to
1) Oh, God does hate us so very much.
life by adapting Philip K Dick's novel and Disagree? I dare you to watch the trailer
applying the same rotoscoping animation for Little Man and not share my sentitechnique he used in Waking Life. ments afterwards. The creators of White
Although visually stimulating and surpris- Chicks plan to terrify audiences with their
•
ingly witty (props to Robert Downey Jr.), latest on July 5. Prepare accordingly.
the story's message eventually takes its toll . 2) No one can hear you yawn on May 19,
and ends rather abruptly. That should be when wrestling's Kane dispatches t~ens in
reason enough not to mix one's uppers and a dilapidated hotel in See No Evil.
downers.
3) Assuming that Broken Flowers and
4) While we're tackling the Keanu, he The Life Aquatic didn't do the trick, Bill
reunited with Speed costar'Sandra Bullock Murray pays his mortgage on June 16 with
in The Lake House, which they must keep Garfield's A Tale of TWo Kitties, and the
above 55 mph or' it will explode. Just kid- world keeps on a-spinning.
.
ding; this remake of a Korean romantic
4) When both Paul Walker and Vin
fantasy concerns the pair corresponding Diesel bail out of a moderately successful
•
through a magical.mailbox that bridged franchise, one should probably take a hint.
them across a two-year gap. It just so hap- Regar.d less, Lucas Black and Bow Wow
pens to come out on Jurie 16, almost exact- climb into The Fast and the Furious: Tokyo _
ly two years after The N.otebook. Is this the Drift on June 16.
only week women gQ to the movies or
5) Hollywood applies the Fog formula
something?
by tossing two TV stars - one from Lost,
5) Speaking of chick flicks, it seems one from Veronica Mars - into a PG-13
I
'
appropriate to mention The Break-Up, the horror remake, resulting in Pulse. You have
Vmce Vaughn/Jennifer Aniston rom-com until July 14 to catch the eerie original, so
which recently reshot its ending when test do yourself a favor and rent it before it's
audiences pissed and moaned when their too late!
·
•

.

Polasek's work immersed in flower gardens
FROM B7

'I '

The museum hosts touring
exhibits in addition · to
Polasek's regular works. ·
The exhibits "Orchids and
Iris: Painted Botanicals on
Silk" and "Tradition and
Change: Netsuke, Snuff Bottles ~nd Modern Asian Art"
coming to the museum on

May 2. Both special exhibits
are included with regular
admission to the museum.
For now, Komanski says the
museum's primary goal is to
continue to reach out to the
Central Florida community.
"We're partnering niore
and more with the local edu-

cational base," she said. "Mr.
Polasek dedicated his life as a
teacher."
The museum is open
through June 30, Tuesday
through Saturday 10 am. to 4
p.m. and Sunday 1 p.m. to 4
p.m. General' admission is $5,
but tickets for students are $3.
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CrLSfers·
FRESH

SALADS

AND

SU .C H

Try the new food at Crispers... it's HOT!
Most-of us don't remember our college years as being times
of transcendent culinary experience. We fondly recall
last night's. pizza, eaten cold at 6AM, the infamous
burger basket, or the belly bomb sub sandwich
that provoked a three-day gastrointestinal meltdown.

Use

Those days are over. Now, there are new gourmet creations
from Crispers ... hot main dish items that are qukk,
delicious, and full of flavor combinations you just can't get
anywhere else. Use the coupons, save money, and try them all.

up 1'1.S
. t: day,
and go

C

/

Here's what's waiting for you at Crispers ...
•The new Big BIG baked potato, a super-sized spud,
covered with yummy stuff like Tex-Mex chicken,
.
savory pot roast in gravy, and lots more.
•That burger joint doesn't have gourmet flat bread creations, but Crispers does.
Nine varieties, with toppings including Hawaiian, Parmesan Crisp, Spicy Shrimp,
, Margherita, and tons of others.
•Then, you're in for another treat with our HOT toasted sandwiches,
·
which includes the best Reuben you've ever tasted, probably.
~···~-:~··:::i;·~~

rmet:.

g

You are what you eat.
Don't forget our garden-fresh salads,
· hearty stacked sandwiches,
and overstuffed wraps, too.
Plus a huge sele~tion of frozen treats.
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436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN BLVD.

WI TERPA K
ph ( 407) 6 73-4 I 00
MON.-SAT. 10:30AM - 9 PM

~l\

~

SUN. llAM-SPM

MON-THU. 10:30AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

•
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WATERFORQ THEATRES

ORLANDO

.com

CLUB LISTINGS • DRINK SPECIALS • MOVIE REVIEWS
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ONE OFFER PER COUPON.
ONE COUPON PER VISIT. EXPIRES 5-1 1-06.

,.. - - - - - ... - --- - - _,
T
2-80

..;.

..
..

I
I
I

Enjoy $) off a cup or bowl of
our gourmet soup, gumbo or
chowder... we have over a
dozen to choose from.

ALAFA'l'A

N

Get 'em whil~e-------~
they're
\
<llf
hot!

WATERFORD LAKES
557 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORL NDO

ph (407) 482-4727
)T

This coupon gives you $2 OFF
any of our flat bread, potato,
or toasted sandwich creations
•
priced over $4.99.

§
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416

SEMORAN BLVD.

To see all our menu selections,
·click on www.crispers.com.
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ONE OFFER P_ER. COUPON.
ONE COUPON PER VISIT. EXPIRES 5- 11 -06.
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Live the magic as a Disney Animated.Character Lo~kalike or Disney Character
. .
Performer at the Walt Disney World®Resort in Orlando, FL.
Qualified Disney Animated Character Lookalike candidates should have
a positive ·attitude, good speaking voice, and resemble th_e character.
-Selected candidates will also perform as costumed characters.
Qualified Disney Character Performer candidates should be able
.
to demonstrate effective non-verbal communication skills.

Call the Walt Disney World® Jobline at .
407 .828.1000 or visit ~fsNEfAuditions.com
for more information.

EOE • Drawing Creativity from Diversity • © Disney

..
HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By Phone: 407-447-4555
By Fax: 407-447-4556
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

407-447-4555 •

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Onlin~:

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

. 9 a.m. Sun. for Mon. issue
9 a.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Phone, Fax, In Person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
30.0

Rate
(
Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time (
Help Wanted: Full-Time (
Business Opportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent: Apartments
B
A
Roommates
Sublease
A
For Sale: Homes
B

0

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS
325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services
500 Announcements
600 Traver
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

Rate
B

RateA

~ateB

Rate(

$6
$4

$9
$6

$}8
$}2

First issue:
Each addl issue:

A
A

B

\I

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday
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B
B
B
B

rrim HELP WANTED:
~General

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520. x 107.
Are you an attractive people
person? High paying in perso,n
sales positions. Make tons of $$$$$
& work your own hours. It's easy
give away free products with
incentives. Hiring 20 people now!
Contact Chris Zullo (407) 491-6671
or email pinpolntws@aol.com
CHURCH NEEDS NURSERY WORKER
Summer help. Sun mornings, Wed
nights. Great Oaks Baptist, Dean Rd.
Cali Jessica at 407-923-5335

Bridal Salon in SouthWest
Orlando seeks motivated, energetic
Individual for sales position. Retail
experience preferred. Salary •plus
commission. Flexible hours. Contact
Amanda at 407.293.3113 or fax
, resume 407.293.8242 -

Inbound Calls

Inbound Calls

Debt Consolidation

Vacation Pros
• $9/hr. +commission
~Personality a must
• Great for students
• Flexible hours
• 2separate shifts available

• $8-$12 per hr./D.O.E.
·Personality a must
• Great for students
" Flexible hours
~,.separate shifts availaple"
%

Business capital to invest
I am looking for the brightest and best
young entrepreneurs who want to
earn a sweat equity position In their
own business. Email me @
flabusinessplans@yahoo.com

d~\(£b
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Big River Grille & Brewing Works
Located on Disney's Boardwalk is
NOW HIRING Hosts, Servers, Cooks,
Bussers, & Dishwashers. AM/PM
shifts available. Big River offers:
Flexible hours and a Fun
Atmosphere! Apply in person daily:
2101 N. Epcot Resort Blvd., Lake
Buena Vista Ph: 407-560-0253 or
onilne at www.work4gb.com EOE

Appointment Setters Wanted
M-F 6-9pm. $8/hr. $1 O/show. No selling
involved. Casselberry area.
Call 407-339-3000
DELIVERY DRIVERS NEEDED
Tues & Fri. Flex hrs, 12-7pm. "Great
Pay" No exp necessary. Must have own
vehicle. The Healthy Chef, Inc.
407-339-2433
Need a job? Love Airport Retail? Join our
extraordinary team of associates at the
Orlando International Airport. Great pay
scales w/ rapid growing opportunities!
Visit us online: www.airportstorejobs.com
Cooks, Experienced Pizza Makers,
Cashiers, and Drivers Wanted for
Vivona' s Fine Italian Pizzeria. FIT.
407-314-8563 ask for Nick.

Looking for responsible, mature, and .
strong individual to do unskilled labor.
Primarily yard and handywork. Very
flexible hours and consistent work, $7/hr.
Start ASAP. Close to UCF.
Cail 913-908-8185 or email
rebeccaduke01@hotmail.com.
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

Hiring Camp Counselors
Make a Difference!! Residential
camp for adults and children with
disabilities. Start your adventure
May 21st. www.campchallengefl.com
352-383-4711

Auto
Trader

HIRING CAMP COUNSELORS!
Come make a difference in the life of
an adult or
child with a disability. Residential
'c ounselors
needed, salary plus room/board. Apply
today and start
your adventure on May 21st!! For more
info or to apply
please visit our website at:
www.campchaliengefl.com or call 352383-4711.
Valet parking attendants needed.
$10-13/hr. PT evenings, flex hrs.
Immediate openings.
Cali 407-971-9131

TWO MEN AND A TRUCK.
"Movers Who Core:

403l·BForsyth R1'··Winter Park, FL32791

Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residentiaVcommercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work
ethic, & exc. customer skills. We
offer excellent wages + tips &
bonuses. Ask about our "stay the
summer" hiring bonus for FT!
407-852-1777. We are located at:
4031-B Forsyth Rd.
.Winter Park, FL 32792

Immediate Openings!
(1

$100 Sign-On Bonus!

$8 - $15 hour I Average
*NO EXPEIUENCE NECESSARY *

• $7 minimum guaranteed
• Paid Training

&

• Weekly Paychecks
• Flexible AM & PM Shifts
• Bonus Incentives for Extra Hours
· • Business Casual Environment

Call one of our two
convenient locations:
Winter Park 407-673-9700
Orlando 407-243-9400

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
VeVKennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayaflernoon.net***
e-mail resume: dogday@beilsouth.net
Servers Wanted PT/FT
No exp necessary. Energetic people
w/ positive attitudes. Only 20 min from
UCF. Come in between 9 and 5.
The Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651.
ReceptionisVOutbound Caller needed.
$7-8/hr. Bonuses possible. Friendly
personality, reliability, and poz attitude a
must. FT/PT work in Kissimmee.
Call Stacy at 407-343-5627
Tropical Smo.othie Cafe is looking for
energetic and outgoing people.
Flexible hours. Apply in person .
433 N. Mills Ave. inside the YMCA
407-896-4999
HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421

Coritract .NEf progratMttters wanted
to create internet applications ·

•Paid per.applicatiot1!
•Work f rot1t hot1te!

Huey Magoos Chicken Tenders
is now hiring servers,
cashiers, and kitchen positions.
Apply in person. 407-977-0213
www.HueyMagoos.com

Thafs easy! They're so much fun! With our thrilling rides, amazing
animal encounters, and unforgettable performances, you couldn't land
a·more exciting and entertaining job! We've got a BIG season corning
up, and lots of positions you'll "flipper" for! Why not join us to learn
more at our:

SUMM€R 3013 SPLASt-1
Saturday, May 13th
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

BAGEL CAFE - Shift 11/igr Trainee
$7.50/hr plus. Food exp. & excellent
cust service skills reqd. Hrs: 7am-2pm
or 11am-6pm. Will train. 407-509-7154

Enter the main parking area and follow the signs to the
Ports of Call banquet facility.

Appointment Setters Needed! Greater
Orlando area. We will work around
your schedule! Great Pay !
To apply, call 321-262-1224.

Seasonal and Part-Time opportunities are available in:

• Culinary • Merchandise • Operations

Contact: Sean Hovater
Auto
866-531-5298·Ext. 2962
Trader.
ji64AZU.e~ . sean.hovater@traderonline.com

pee armers

Auditions at~ held rn Tampa on the First
Wednesday of each month in 2006.
Busch Gardens is now hiring performers of many talents for a variety
of live show productions including two all ne\J\! shows to open in
May of 2006. We are particular~ interested in: comedic actors that
can sing and/or sing and dance: Bil~ Crystal/ Nathan Lane/Martin
Short types. dancers that can sing and act (comedy), vocalists. that
can act (comedy) and enthusiastic. high energy dancers with strong
jazz techniQue. Kit drummers and keyboard players also wanted.
Performers and musicians should have an .outgoing personality.
singing ability is a plus. Bring a current non-returnable resume and
headshot. Technicians and stage managers appli'cants also welcome.
Visit our website for helpful audition tips. photos and pay rates.

Excellent Benefits!

--i:;:>U.$~

PGAR
DENS.
www.buschgardenstalent.com
.
call 813-987"5164 or visit:

'--=TAMPABAY,FL

You musl be 18 years old lo app~. Busch Gardens is an eQual opportuniry employer and supports a safe.and drug free workplace. Applicants for
posilio~s in every BEC job classification will be subject to testing (both pre and post employment) for the presence or illegal drugs.

'it

(Weekday and weekend availability required. )
You'll earn great pay-$7 per hour-and benefits, too,
including FREE tickets to SeaWorld & Busch Gardens
for friends and family.

ow

..

Make your expenses more manageable. We are seeking
committed individuals that possess top-notch communication ,
skills, and outgoing personality and lots of motivation!

NIGHT CLUB IS NOW HIRING
The Dragon Room is looking for Rock
Stars. We need door' hosts, security,
bar tenders, and promo staff. To apply
visit dragonroomorlando.com
or apply In person M-F 2-5pm.
CIVIL ENGINEER
Position avail for entry level civil engineer
to work on commercial projects.
Responsibilities will incl drainage and
utility design, permit coordination .and
client contact. Please fax resume to HB
Associates, LLC at 407-740-7900
Physical Therapist. Full-time, pediatric,
home based therapist for Orange/Lak•
countie~. New Grads Welcomed.
Competitive salary, full benefits, vehicle
provided. Fax resume to:
352-241-6361. Cali for more info:
. 352-406-0922.
Swim instructors wanted to teach
summer swim classes FIT, PIT.
$11.00-$13.00/hr.
Also searching for office manager
FIT PlT, $8-$10/hr
Call 407-699-1992 or fax 407-699-8103
www.sharksandminnows.com
Administrative Assistant
General Office Work. 9-1 M-F $8/hr.
Winter Park Area
Cali 407-679-571 O ext. 405. Iv. message
FT/PT Help is needed at our 3 locations
for Sunshine Hydroponics Garden
Center. Plant maintenance & retail duties
apply. Must have an interest in growing
and caring for plants! $8-$12/ hr.
Cail Peter at 407-830-4769
Live-in nanny needed to care for selfsutticient 10 year old girl in Celebration.
Single mom travels regularly for business
2-3 weeks a month. Competitive pay,
0 transportation, and/or room and board
may be provided. Needed ASAP.
407-235-5484

Sales I Marketing Rep
FLChildcare.com. Set own hours. Work
from home. Great pay! Great cause! 407427-6913, ask for Andrea
MALE AND FEMALE
ATHLETIC/CREATIVE CAMP
COUNSELORS needed for co-ed, girls
and boys camp In NY, PA and New
England. No experience necessary.
Salary, travel, free room and board,
internships;
Jobs are limited! Apply today
www.summercampemployment.com.
800 443.-6428 Carolyn

Need Tile/Painter/Drywaller
for Apt Complex on University Blvd. ; exp.
pref. Will train motivated person. 25-40
plus hours; flex. sched. $8/hr. to start.
Learn new trade for life. 407-251-2716.
Please leave msg.
NANNY WANTEDLooking for assistance with 2 young
children. Live in preferred.
Cali 407-443-6111 to discuss.
Advertising Sales Rep Wanted for Real
Estate related and community
publications. Prior sales exp. pref. Base
plus commission. 407-332-5008

'"'*""'
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Can't make it to our Job Splash?
Apply in person , Monday- Friday,
from 9 a.m. to 4 :30 p.m. Or call:

....,...~

+-407-370-1JOB

®ti!

NOW HIRING
LIFEGUARDS!
BENEFITS INCLUDE:

OTHER POSITIONS:

REFRIGERATION TECH &MAINTENANCE
SEGURITY SUPERVISOR

• free admission
• free quarterlytickets
• college tuitionassistance

• referral bonuses
• Oexible hours
• andmore

FOOD & BEVERAGE CASHIERS & COOKS
FRONT GATE/GIFT SHOP - CASHIERS

~hJmd

HUMAN RESOURCES

6200 INTERNATIOKAL DRIVE• ORLANDO, FL 32819
(407)354-2085 •FAX (407)345·1005

Apply online at wetnwildorlando.com,
call our JobLineat (407)248-1600,
Email hr@wetnwildorf.com or visit our HumanReS-Ources
Department dailybetween9AM and4PM

EVERY
OPPORTUNITY

UNDERTHE £:?
'
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• April 27, 2006
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TALL, STRONG ENERGY
DRINK SEEKS
bright, outgoing, energetic person
for good times around town. Must
enjoy meeting new people.
Knowledge of local geography, a
clean driving record and a passion
for life requir~d. Bilingual a plus.
Become a member of the Orlando
Mobile Energy Team. As part of
the team, you'll seek out peop~e in
need of energy and introduce them
to benefits of Red Bull.

•

If interested in joining the
Red ;Bull team, apply at
www.recruit.redbullmet.com.

PRAGUE
• $14 Base/ Appt.
· • Pull/ !'art time positions

JUNE

I SUMMER

2006

14 · JULY 27, 2006

available

•
•
•
•

PROGRAM INCLUDES:

Sales/Customer Service
Flexible Schedules·
No experience necessary
Scholarship I Internship
opportunities
PLEASE CALL

• 9 CREDIT HOURS

• LODGING AND BREAKFAST

• All TUITION, BOOKS AND MATERIAlS

• 0AYTRIPS AND EXCURSIONS

• WELCOME AND (LOSING RECEPTIONS

• PRE-DEPARTURE ORIENTATION

• WALKING TOUR OF PRAGUE

• LOCAL TRANSPORTATION PASS

Cleaning Fanatic Needed.
1 day per week, flexible hrs, private
clean home. 1 mile from campus.
Fax inquiry to 407-658-6103

Red Bull'
~~ '

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO RESERVE YOUR SPACE CONTACT
JiQ:J ,PUhls at!~f StudyJ\broad, USF Tampa Campus, CPR 468, 813-97 4-4314 OR VISIT

ENERGY DRINK

•

,., """

'"'"

PIT CHILDCARE
For three children in Winter Park home.
Must be reliable, punctual and very
energetic. Some light household chores.
Exp & ref req. 20-25 hrs/wk. Needs to be
able to work for at least a year. Starting
Summer B. Please call 407-644-0303.
Looking for a PIT leasing agent.
20-25 hrs/wk. Hourly + commission.
Call: 407-381C0500
Fax resume to: 407-381-0128

http://web.usf.edu/ioc/studyobrnod/
www.studyinprague.coni

~11

Babysitter needed to watch 18-mo-old
boy. FIT, Mon-Fri. Located in Watertord
area. Pfease email niru_n@yahoo.com
or call 407-306-7851
Looking for bright, energetic, dependable
person for secretarial pos., Must be able
to multi-task & speak Spanish. Close to
UCF. M-F 8-4pm. $9.50/hr 407-617-0805
Front Desk Assistant needed for Apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
inquiry to 407-938-6484

UNIVERSITY OF

SOUTH FLORIDA
Business capital to invest ·
I am looking for the brightest and
best young entreprene.urs who want
to earn a sweat equity position In their
own business. Emall me @
flabusinessplans@yahoo.com

RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE

Best One Person Business.

at Florida Hospital Celebration
Health is conducting a study for
women comparing the effects of ,.
sweetened beverages on energy
regulation

No selling. Make $1,000.00 a day.
$1,995.00 start up cost.
800-378-1169 (8677LD)

Participants Receive

•

$300.00

•

Health Screening

•

Complete Blood Work

Huge 4BD/2BA, big fenced-In yd.
Pets okl Avall 06/07/06. $1400/mo.
Call Nick Phllllps@ 407-810-7622
Avalon Park--3/2.5 NEW Townhome
1962 sq ft many upgrades $1,295 obo
407-908-0662 .

To qualify you must be
female, overweight,
between 20-60 years of
age and otherwise healthy.
You must be able to
participate in 2 (50-hour)
overnight stays.

Call Toda

407-30

Cafe JO~..iu·n-0's
dJ:t\Ll~~ji.T~
Calling all experienced SERVERSll
Successful, family owned ITALIAN
Restaurant located in Oviedo.
' Now HIRING for all shifts, BREAKFAST,
LUNCH and DINNER. Must have reliable
transportation, clean presentation &
appearance, willing to work & make $$$1
Apply in person at 1003 Lockwood Blvd, .
Oviedo. Between 2pm-4pm. Daily.

Classified Sales Rep
Needed for the Central Florida Future.
Must be comfortable making outbound
sales calls. Exp requ. Avg. pay $8 to
$11/hr. E-mall resume to
heissamj@knightnewspapers.com
PIT and FIT Positions Available
Looking for Male or Female companions
to work w/ special needs adults. Flex.
hours. 407-334-5771
Women ages 21-30 you can help make a
miracle happen! Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting to become
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909

•

A UNIQUE AND FUN JOB!
FT/PT. We can work around your
school schedule. Free admission to
area attraction~, complimentary
tickets. We are looking for friendly,
responsible, honest people. We will
train. Call for interview b/w 11am &
8pm. Universal Citywalk.
Get Wired, Inc. 407-903-1633

•

Classy HomesNacatlon

Male Counselors Wanted. Camp Wekiva,
residential summer camp. 1 or 2 wks of
work available. Boys Camp June 10-24th
Contact mj.meherg@worldnet.att.net

Servers and Delivery Drivers
needed for Pizzeria Valdlano Baldwin
Park location. PT/FT. Benefits avail.
for FT. Exp. req. Call Joe 407-895-0025

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

-

'

.

Sonny's Real Pit Bar-B-Q is now hiring
for SERVERS AND COOKS at
310 S. Alafaya Trail. If interested, please
apply between 2-4 pm, Monday through
Friday (no phone calls please).
Disabled female student seeks assistant
to attend class, take notes, assist w/
daily activities, & help w/ research in the
library. Position needed for
Summer/Fall/Spring Semesters. Starts
June 26th. Approx. 20 hrs/wk. Will vary
per semester. $8/hr. Call Anna
407-847-0788 annameeks@cfl.rr.com
Recreation Club House Attendant
needed. Close to UCF. Hours: Fri,
Sat, Sun. Pay rate between
$9-9.50/hr.
Also need a life guard and pool
· attendant. Multiple vacancies.
7 days/wk. CPR Certified preferred.
Call Lisa for Interview: 321-443-1775
Athletic Male Models/Actors Sought
Must be open-minded and outgoing.
Excellent starting & escalating pay.
Weekend work for wrestling promotion.
No exp. necessary. Cole 407-497-8009.

"BEAT THE BOX" Video gaming cafe
seeks athletic, outgoing and energetic
female for helping customers.
Call 407 808 5718 or
e-mail: frans@beatthebox.com

Cleaner; apartment complex
on University Blvd. Will train motivated
· person with eye for detail; 25·30 hrs/wk.
Some early evenings; some saturdays ;
$8 to start. Other positions available.
407-251-2716· please leave message.
ARTIST'S MODEL
Experienced ethical and reliable model
needed for well established
artist/photographer. Contact Julie
407-629-6308 or julie@jamali.com

PIT Nanny Needed.

Have afantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in lake Wales, FL. Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, May 30 and
leaves Wednesday, August 2.
Call

407-295-0080

or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com
for more information

Summer Jobs
• #1 Top Company For Working Families
(Orlando Sentinel)
• Great Benefits Package
• Commitment To Life/Work Priorities
• Learning & Growth Opportunities
• Unique Scheduling Options & More

Visit us at
www~ leesburgregiona I.org

f)L. ~Aff!

or call 352-323-5235.

'~~

EbE.

1 uesburg Rogio11al Mt1dh·a/ C<111ter

f

• $210.0

. .:.w;;rM

·Co-Ed Camp
• Seven Weeks
• Room and Board Included

COMPANIE$

Get Paid to Play!

eFJ5. t:bzf.
l"'V~

"Ill!'~

Rfgional Hospital
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The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC) needs male and female
Summer Camp Counselors ages
18 and up. FEYC is an overnight
camp located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL. The camp
runs June 5 - July 22. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext.251 or
352-669-9443 ext. 251. 1

24 hrs/wk. Flex. schedule. Infant exp. .
needed. 3 children. Background check
wlll be req'd. Pay Is negotiable.
Call 407-658·0755
Child Care Needed;
Early Childhood Development Ma)or
Pref. 3 days per week, early morns.
Care for 3 & 5 yr. old. transport to
school. Safe driver and ref. req.
Call 407-895-3566 or 407-484-8149

Nanny Needed!
Looking for helpwith two children. Parttime hours. Needed ASAP.
Call 407-971-1818 •to discuss.
Need assistant for physically disabled
man. Some weeknights, weekends.
Private house close to UCF
Call John @ 407-678-1729.
Orlando-based Chief Marketing Officer
(CMO) for New England technology
company is seeking marketing intern to
perform telemarketing and
administrative task;:; in support of
company's existing·customers.
Although this position does not involve
cold-calling, excellent telephone
communication skills, strong
organizational skills and dependability
are a MUSTI $10/hour plus bonus
potential; 20 hours/week. E-mail
resume, cover letter and contact
information to
gdevitt@waysystems.com.

~resiuht
DIGITAL

Scanner Operator positions available Handling packets of paper, assuring the
documents are scanned, attention to
detail a must, reliable, basic computer
skills required. $9-$11/hr.
Positions available immediate. Contact
Tim Winn @ 561-400-7414 - Duration
through summer -- Opportunity for
growth. Full time positions available.
YARD WORK, SUMMER: trimming,
weeding, edging, mowing, general
upkeep of lawn & landscape. Downtown
Orlando private home. Start at $10/hr.
Approximately 12-16 hours per month.
Homeowner has all necessary tools\
Landscape maintenance experience{
preferred. Call 407-898·8082. 1

Homes of all sizes I Built In 2005-06 ·
Near UCF, Oviedo, Maitland, Orlando,
Kissimmee, Davenport. Starting at
$1400/mo. Share the most luxurious
homes w/ others on a Joint lease. We
match you w/ other professionals &
pay referral rewards. rent entire home
or share for $395·900/mo.
http://Nancepropertylnvestments.com
Call 407-716-0848
Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom home.
Behind UCF. Internet/Cable, utilities,
W/D, dishwasher, community pool,
$535/month. Available May 1;
3 month or 1 year leases. 407-876-5697
UCF - BRAND NEW TOWN HOUSE
3/2.5 on preserve w/ garage & W/D in
Hawthorne Glen. 1/4 mi away from UCF,
Publix, & shops. Available immediately.
$1,600/mo. Call 561-248-4544
·

Pay for your Education from equity In
a home whlle bulldlng credit. Pay off
high credit cards, consolidate debt.
For any Realtor I Lending concerns
contact Melissa 407-923-9281
New 312.5 Townhome w/ car garage in
Oviedo (Hawthorne Glen), near UCF.
$1,400/mo plus 1 month deposit.
Includes W/D. Call 305-772-5537
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
for rent. $695 to $1295. View our
avall rentals at www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at 407-629-6330.
RE/MAX 200 Realty

1 bed/1 bath in beautiful Avalon Park.
Washer/dryer in unit. All utilities paid
including cable and internet. Includes
resort style clubhouse with fitness center,
pool and spa, tennis and basketball
courts. Available May 1.
$750 mo/$250 deposit 407-690-2328
3/2 Condo in Maitland, close to 1-4, ADV
sportsplex, EA sports.20 minutes to
UCF. Walk-in clothset & ceiling fan in
every room. 1300 SOFT. Asking $1150 a
month.
Hey, UCF Students.
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN!
The Crest at Waterford Lakes is offering
1, 2, and 3 BR Condos.
Just $2500 down, no closing cost.
Minutes from campus. 407-737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREEi Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.CO~
FREE RENT (no bills at all) in upscale
College Park • In exchange 20hrs/wk
child care. Private studio, flexible hours.
exc ref req. Female students orily.
Call Melinda at 407-694-1045

Room for rent, one mile from
UCF at the Enclave brand new
townhouses. Gated community, own
bathroom and balcony. 600+ half the
electric. Available Immediately. 321·
698-6351
Townhouse- Fully Remodeled 212
w/Loft, New Appliances, tile, carpet,
AC and roof. 1100sq. ft. Walk to UCF.
$1050 month
Available Immediately 407-340-8124
One mile from UCF. 2bd/2ba Duplex.
Fence. 10x20 Storage. Washer/Dryer.
Ideal for two students.
osb32816@bellsouth.net

10 MINUTES TO UCF
Looking for female roommate. 1 room
available in a quiet 4/2 furnished house.
$275/mo + 1/4 util. All house privileges.
No pets, N/S; 12mo lease. 407-319-3751.
ASHINGTON PARK 3/2 HIGH SPD
INTERNET/DIGITAL CABLE. 2min drive.
$425-475 price negotiable. Very
motivatedl 954-249-0908
Fully furnished room w/ economic
efficiency in Waterford Lakes. 4 min from
UCF w/ private entrance. Comm. pool,
etc. $525/mo. 1st and last. $200 dep.
All util incl. Call 407-758-3939.
FURNISHED HOUSE TO SHARE
4 br/2 BA, all rms furnished like a dorm.
Mins from UCF. Ample Parking, include
cable, internet, appliances, utilities incl
up to $150. Avail Now. 407-641 -5782

•
Clean and quiet 3/2 house 4 minutes
from UCF! Large kitchen/back yard/big
screen TV/garage. n/s $450 +1/4 util.
Call Kellen at (407) 928-2129

Clean Female Needed 2 share

Now looking for new talent!
If you have the "look", make
great money with it.

($150-$400+ per shift)

·Very flexible hours, both day
and night shifts.
•Must be outgoing, and love to
havefunf
[ ·Stop by and check us out, or call
for info.

407-281-0120
5221 E. Colonial Dr.
(between 436 and Fashion Square Mall)

lrg. luxury apt. move in July/sooner for
11' X 13'-7" rm w/walk-in closet in Avalon
Park Flats Apt. N/S. $440/month. $100
dep. Call Christine@ 407-756-4338
Female Roommate needed by May 1st
for a 4/2 house in a nice subdivision,
2 miles from UCF. $375/mo + util. N/S.
Call Dina 321-689-6848
EASY ACCESS TO UCF + VCC
Room available immediately in 3/2 house
near Dean Rd & Curry Ford Rd.
Garage, W/D, dishwasher, wireless
internet available on site.
$375/mo + 1/3 utilities+ deposit.
Call Chris @ 415-254-0307
Female roommate wanted! House
walking distance from downtown.
$500/month incl. utilities and cable. Avail.
· Aug. 1 Call Lynn 772-342-8378

••

Looking for a great place?
3 bedrooms available in 2828 sq. ft. new
house in Avalon Lakes. 2 w/ shared bath
at $510 each. 1 w/ private bath at $640.
Includes utilities. Close to pool, gym, &
tennis courts. Available August 2nd. M
or F. Call Lindsay @(407)221-0066.

••

Waterford Lakes owner looking
4 VERY CLEAN professional, grad or
international student roommate. Utilities
included! $450. Call Carl @
407.306.8005 or cbfw@psualum.com
N/S, M/F needed to share 3/2 home
w/one nice,clean,quiet maier Private
rm/bath.huge closet,internet,cable,phone,etc. Safe, quiet area w/2 pools.
1 O mins to UCFI $600/mo inc all. Avail
ASAPI Call Tim (321 )759-7382

Rooms for Rent in
Eastwood Golf Community I Rybolt's
Preserve. $400/mo + utll. and share
bath. $550/mo + util. private bath.
Call 954-436-8924

Professional couple seeks responsible
student roommates. 4/2.5 Waterford
Lakes home. $500/mo. Share utilities.
w/d, in-·ground pool. Short term lease.
Tennis, basketball & volleyball avail at
rec center. No pets, family pets on
premises.
Call (407) 380-4893 or (407) 737-2871.

Room for Rent - Male Only
In 3/2 home 1O min fr campus.Tiled
floors in great rm, fenced yard, cable,
roadrunner/wireless, HDTV,
2 car garage. W/D, $425 + 1/4 util.
(407)521-5563
Female looking for nice, clean, female
graduate student to share a 2/2 apt.
10 mins from UCF. $360/mo + 1/2 util.·
Avail lmmed. 321-287-5273
Looking for a mature clean and quiet
roommate to share new house Private
Bdrm & Ba. 15 mins from UCF. $600/mo
plus 1/2 utilities. Avail now. 321-945-5400
Roommate needed to share large new
4/2 house. 1O mins away from UCF.
Large rms, furnished , comm. pool,
tennis courts, & ·gym. Yard & security.
$500 + 1/3 utilities. Avail Fall.
Call Ariel @ 954,610-9214
Room for Rent In House, UCF 1Om ins.
10X8 $325-$275, 11X11 $400-$350,
$150 sec.dep. all utilities included
Call Steve 407-267-4982

• Fully furnished
·Resort style
swimming pool
·All inclusive renf

Looking for quiet roommate . Gr'\duate
Student Pref. Responsible Male to move
into a beautiful 4/2 immaculate student
house. Fresh paint, new tile, security
system, 6 min from UCF, brand new
W/D, all furniture, brand new bath, full
kitchen. Must be clean, no pets. $450/mo
+ 1/3 utilities. Wireless high speed
internet. Private parking. Must be 21 or
older. Background check.
Call 305-528-9470.

*Some restrictions may apply

..

407.382.4114

F Roommate Wanted for 3/2 Apartment
Dean Rd, Avail Now, N/S, no pets.
$450 including utilities. 407-243-2630
or KellyRoop@hotmail.com
Room for Rent in 3/2.5 Townhouse 1500
sq.ft. located in Waterford Lakes Area
$515/mo includes everything. For more
info Call Angela 321-662-8754
Room available in a condo in Celebration
in exchange for PIT child care. See ad in
Help Wanted: General section for more
info. 407-235-5484
2/2 Apt w/ swimming pool area & gym.
$520/mo plus electricity. Alafaya & Lake
Underhill (5 miles from UCF) Call
407-733-3387. josephjawad@gmail.com ·

•

Apply online today

www.collegeparkweb.com
I

I

•
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• Secured and Gated Community
• Health Club Style 24-hour
Fitness Center
Picnic and Recreational Area
• Computer Room with Broadb~nd
Internet Access
• Children's Outdoor Playground
• Solariums in Selected Units
Secluded Terraces
• Professional Business Center
with Conference Room
• Private Garages are Available
• Car Wash Area
• Club House, Swimming Pool and
Sun Deck
Represented Exclusively by

a111

8100 Claire Ann Drive·Orlando, Florida· (407) 381-0500· villavalenciacondos.com
1

Oral Repmsentationc.annot be reffed upon as oorrecil'J stating the representatJon of the developer. For correci representation_make reference to the documents required by section 718.503, Florida
Status, lobefurnish by the doveiopef lolhe buyer or lessee. Notanofternhere protub•ted byslalesl<ilJs. Poces, features ..ooering deta.ls and amenities,.. sufJiect locharge. All photos images
and '"'1dEfv'G• are the exdusovep<Operty cefthedeveloperandr y not be reproduced w"'1outtheexp<ess written~ of the developer
•Buyer must use seller's approved lender and tillecomparrf
•
.
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WE STOP FORECLO
Summer Lease: 1 F Roommate
needed In furnished 3bd/2 BA. house
with 2 females. $400 + 113 utllltles.
High speed Internet, cable, W/D. May
15th-August 31sV 352-870-1235
2 private bdrms in clean, furn. AC
townhouse, w/ male undergrad. 2.8 miles
from campus near Alafaya & E. Colonial.
Share bath, w/d, wireless DSL, basic
direct TV, local phone, & parking space
incl. No pets, no smoking. $450/mo.
Semester or year lease. Call Kwami at
407-381-1713 or David at 407-252-5276
1 F Roommate Wanted for 3/2 in Oviedo.
Nice neighborhood, beautiful house, 7
min's from UCF. $550/mo, all utilities inc.
Call 786-344-3221

•

Rpommate wanted for brand new 2/2
house, 8 mins from UCF. Full access to
en.tire furnished household, with own
private unfurnished bdrm and ba. N/S,
no:pets. Includes w/d, microwave, etc.
$425/mo + 1/2 utilities. 561-386-7792

Walk to UCF

~

Vegetarian preferred to share clean
3/2 home. Room unfurnished w/ new
•carpet, W/D, wireless Internet.
$400/month + 1/3 utlllty. Long or short
lease available. Contact Michael at
321-946-6697
1 room available in 3/2· home. 2 min from
V,CF and Valencia. In the Dean road
area. all util. incl.+ satellite and DSL.
$425/month. Call Hassan 407-575-5133
UCF STUDENTS: Roommates needed
for summer and possibly fall. 2 mlns
from campus. Looks new. 412
furnished (except bdrms). New
furniture appllances w/ W/D, wireless
Internet, & cable. No alcohol or drugs.
N/S. No pets. $495/mo. All utlllties
Included. Call Mike 407-2n-4991.

•

f

•

1 Room Aval!. In a 3/2 home. $475/mo.
·Includes everything. 5 mlles from
UCF. Avail. Immediately. M only.
Call Kyle at 305-926-1391

• 2 Ams. Avail in· a 3/2 home off University.
7 mins from UCF. Professional & relaxed
students wanted. $525/mo util. incl.
cable, wireless internet, w/.d.
407-617-0805

[fm

•

A 1/1 in a 3/3 avail ASAP in Pegasus
Landing. Very clean and unfurnished.
$510/mo. M only. Utilities included,
internet, w/d, cable, gym, and pool. No
move in or transfer ·fees. Call Stefan
407-362-2816.
A 111 in a 313 available ASAP. Lease
ends at the end of July. $545/mo
includes all utilities. Village at Alafaya
Club. F 18-21 only please. W/D, walkin closet, priv. bath, shuttle service.
$300 sec. deposit that you WILL GET
BACK at the end of the lease I
Call Lindsey 954-444-9348

$250 CASH!!

For subleasing 1 room In Pegasus
Pointe for Summer Term! Utilities,
kitchen, and UCF shuttle Included,
Rent Is a low $480/month, Male or
Female, Move In NOW!!
Call 786-376-2432
$450/mo utilities included for 1/1 in 3/3 at
Pegasus Landing. Avail. May 1 - July 31.
Will cover all fees.
Call Justin 407-687-4382
111 available in 4/4 apt. at Pegasus
Landing. All utilities, pool, internet, cable,
free shuttle incl. $5101mth. Call Derek
.;
863-944-7571.
__
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Landing. Avail May 1, Asking
$4501rmlm6nth, utillcbllint included.
Across from UCF campus. Call
6034015723,for 1 rm or both.

313 Avallable In Jefferson Lofts!
A fully furnished 313 apartment Is
available ASAP! 3 separate leases at
, $535/month. Great pool, gym, and utll.
Included! Call (904)874-8333.

Call Olga Smylie @

321-945-3766

Arden VIiias on University Blvd.
Sublease now and save $150
2 bed/2 bath for $900
washer and dryer available
Lease starts May 8th • July 31st!
emall: Jules.seou@gmall.com
Available now w/ FREE 3 months rentlSummer 06 thru. summer 07. Pegasus
Landing 1/1 in a 414. Cable, HBO,
internet, until. inl, w/d, UCF Shuttle.$510
month 407-620-2630,
Bedroom in 4/2 for release in Pegasus
Pointe for 2006-2007 year. Rent
$470/month. Cable, HBO, internet,
utilities included! UCF shuttle Contact
386-237-1073.
Closest apartment to UCFI Dorm-style
apartment available June 9th thru August
13th at Collegiate Village ·lnn. $400 a
month for the two months includes all
utilities, pool.shuttle to UCF and Full .sail,
and 7 meals a week in the cafeteria.
Contact Blair Woodward at (727) 3656933 or staractingme@yahoo.com.
Sublease Avail In Jefferson Lofts.
412, $430/mo!ll ... NO, I'm not
joking!! Includes utllltles, Internet,
and cable. Call 863-860-0926
Female looking for summer living? A 1/1
in a 414 in Pegasus Landing. 20 feet from
the pool & gym. Great shuttle service.
Lease from May to end of July. $475
(great discount!) a month. Util. included.
Contact Rachael at 727-515-7680.

FIRST MONTH HALF OFF!

SUBLEASE

Are you behind on mortgage
payments?
We can save your credit and
make your problem go away.

'Pegasus Pointe 414 only $470 a
month for summer sublease from
May to end of July. Free Internet,
cable, shuttle, utll Included. No fees,
call Sam at n2-532-8845
1/1 in 4/4 Avail. in Pegasus Connection.
Clubhouse, Gym, Pool, Computer Lab.
$510/mo. Util Incl. electric, water, cable,
internet. Call 941-626-1931
4 bed/2 bath In Pegasus Pointe
$455 a month, All utilities included
Free shuttle to UCF, Great roommates
No Move In Fees! Call 407-517-9361
1 BD/1 BA available in a 2/2 apt. at
Pegasus Connection. Utilities included,
furnished, internet, cable, pool, gym
• No move in fees. $6041mo.
Call Samantha at (239) 872-1181.
Sublease Avail From May- Aug.
$5201mo. 1 Bdrm wl private Ba.
Amenities included. 1 mi from UCF.
Call Ali at 407-466-0287
1 Rm Avail In 4/4 w/ quiet roommates.
F Only. $460/mo Includes all utilities
except phone. Complex has 24 fitness
rooms, computer lab, basketball &
volleyball courts, & pool. Avail.
immediately. Call n2-349-3271

HEATHER GLEN.SUDOKU
Jefferson Lofts
$100 move-in cash!!! 1 b/ba in 313
available Immediately! $560/mo. with
utll. Included! Tanning bed, great
pool, and gym! Call (904)874-8333.

Sublease ASAP-212 at Pegasus Landing.
Perfect for two friends looking to move in
together. Rent-$590(utilities and furniture
included)Plus a free 32" Sanyo TV. No
fees. Call ~52-636-3174

111 in a 4/4 at Pegasus Landing.. I will
pay all transfer fees. $51 Olmo, all util.
incl. F only. Available ASAP. Lease ends
in July. Option to renew.
Call: 954-292-3694 or 407-808-5255

Pegasus Pointe - 412 for $470/mo. F
only. Up to 3 months FREE. Avail
beginning 518106 - 7131107. Good
roommates. Call 561-707-7374 or email
tejalhshah@hotmail.com for more info.

Sublease Avail for Summer. Private
Bdrm & Ba. $5951mo includes utilities,
w/d, cable, ethernet, UCF shuttle, &
covered parking. Call Sara 727-967-0307
Pegasus Landing 3/3 private baih.
$450 negotiable ($535/mo value)
Everything Incl. Very motivated to rent.
Will take almost any offer. Immediately
available. 954-249-0908 .

Pegasus Landing
111 in a 313
$535lm Will make deals
Available Immediately after exams
Quiet Roommates
Contact Mike at 321-720-1918
Sublease at Northgate.$4001month 412
includes utilities.Females preferred.Move
in May 1. call at 813-310-4039
Summer Sublease
May/JunelJuly located at University
House. 1 bd. in a 412. $490lmo utilities
included. Call 407-375-1465
Room available for sublease at Pegasus
Landing. 4 bedroom. Female. for more
information please call 786-208-5294.

SUMMER SUBLEASE! -May,Jun,Jul- 2
min. from UCF w/shutt. ;ful.furn. ;private bath & room; all util. incl.; m or f
***SAVE $150111***
Call Melinda 954 263 5783
Summer sublease: 1/1 in a 4/4 at The
Gatherings. All utilities included.
$465lmonth. Females only.
30a-aa0-2405 ·
WILLING TO NEGOTIATE CHEAP
RENT. M In 313, May-July.
Pool, gym, UCF shuttle, computer lab.
Call Matt 407-468-0948

Summer Sublease May/June/July at
Pegasus Pointe. 1 bd in a 412. Pool,
weight room, shuttle to UCF. No App.
Fee. M or F. $470/mo. 239-292-6509

Tivoli 111 room in a 313 floorplan summer
sublease. $350mo. Looking for MayAugust tenant. I will cover utilities. Call
Matt for more details. (352)871 -6329

Pegasus Landing Sublease
May, June, July. $300/mo. Util. Incl.
Ready ASAP. Call 561-317-4271 or
561-317-4273

Pegasus Pointe. 1 b(!droom available in
a 412. $4501mo. Avail May 1- July 31.
Option to renew. Includes cable, internet,
& utilities. 954-632-9287 or 954-385-9732
2 Rooms Immediately Avail.
1/1 In a 414 In Pegasus Connection
and a 1/1 In a 312 at North Gate.
$495/mo, includes everything,
with w/d. No move In fees.
Call 954-655-1704 or.352-256-1555

414 for release at Pegasus Landing.
Short term lease Aug 06-May 07.
$510/mo. All utilltles. Included, fully
furnished. I wlll pay all takeover
fees. Call Kevin at 561-386-9339.

Summer sublease available at
Northgate Lakes from May-Augl
$475/month Call (904)234-5036

LIV ON

·you·R OWN,

NOT.BY
·YOURSEL

..
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Pegasus Landing Sublease

YOU'VE NEVER LIVED LIKE THIS!The
VIiiage At Science Drive, Orlando's
best student community. Setting the
. standard for student llvlng. Rent Is
$525 (can be much cheaper) but
negotiable. 414 style,great roommates.large walk-In closet,swlmmlng pool,fully furnlshed,car wash faclllty, less
than one mile from UCF.So, If you or
someone you know are In search of a
great college community then this Is
the place for you. I will pay for all
move-In fees so you don't have to
worry about that. You can contact me
with any questions at the number
below and I would gladly give you a
tour of the complex and room.
239-560-4088
$400/mo. Sublease at U-H at College
Station In 4/4 bdrm. Free Internet,
cable, gym, pool, UCF shuttle, utllltles,
fully furnished. Avail May 1.
Call Justin at 402-202-3341
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© Puzzles by Pappocom
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Monday's puzzle:
Easy level

6 7

.........

Thursday's puzzle:
Medium level

PIE IN THE SKY CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Watched
the kids
4. Bog fuel
8. Abide
12. Swellhead's
problem
13. Coloratura's
solo
14. Give a hoot
15. Roofing
material
16. Convince
17. Table scraps
18. Anxious feeling
20. Urchin
22. Tortilla snack
25. Sniggled
29. Where the
buoys are
32. Collections
34. Good .service?
35. Strengthening
38. Hightail it
39. Noble gas
40. Travel stops
41 . Of fatty acid
2

3

43. You can't live
without it
45. Biblical
pronoun
47. Pessimist
51. Skin
54. Countess's
spouse
57. Hurly-burly
58. Dutch treat?
59. Wild ox
60, Princess
provoker
61. Theories
62. Laugh
and a half
63 . Attack a su~?
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6. Cause
trouble for
7. Anklebones
8 . Range of
operation
9. Ancient
mariner?
10. Feat
of Klee?
11 . Oui!
19. ASAP,
medically

DOWN
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1 . Bristlelike
part
2. Not fer
3. Chinese
association
4. Naples ·staple
5. Byronic
before
5
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You rent for $485/mol
$400 moves you In for May after
College Station charges $520/mo.
1 bd avail. In a 4/4. All utllltles
Included. Facilltles Include pool,
billiards, & tanning bed. Located
near pool!! Lease ends Aug '06.
Call 561-573-8997

..
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Sublease in Pegasus Connection. May,
·June, and July. 4/4 on 1st floor. Pool
view. Great Roommates. $525 I month.
Please call 321-243-5149 for more info.
Summer Sublease for Incoming
freshman male In Pegasus Po_lnte
(Freshman Building). $480/mo,
furnished, Includes utllltles.
Call 321-795·8501

Room in 414 at The Gatherings - ALL
UTILITIES INCLUDED $469. In first
building in the front of complex - No
parking Problems! 5 minutes from UCF!
Move in now Call Katy at 813-817-5893

ROCK STAR LUXURY> INDIVIDUAL LEASES & ROOMMATE.MATCHl~GCLOSE TO CAMPUS, FAR FROM THE DORMS.

•

Sublease at Pegasus Connection 212
Only summer or until Aug 07. Ready
to move In! Rent 575.00 (aprll
already paid) Includes furniture, free
shuttle to UCF, electricity (capped),
Internet, cable and many other
amenities. Contact 407 590 3733
samanthafonseca@yahoo.com

1
?.. J.~

21. Flat
formation
23. Bistro'
24. Ham-burger extra
26. Placed
27. Financial
sci.
28. Lairs
for bears
29. Big hair
30. Motown
style
31 . Certain
seabird
33. Dermal
disorder
36. Short
distance
37. Straighten
(up)
42. News bits
44. Fanfare
46. Calendar's
coverage
48. Scruff
49. Think-tank
product
50. Cover
51. Pyramide
du Louvre
designer
52. Much junk
mail
53. Symbol
of Aries
55. Black
. duckoo
56. Aussie
hopper

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds
r- - • --· --- - - -- - • - - -- -·- - • --- - -·-,

$314,999 UCFHOME for Sale By Owner
4bd/2bal2ga +bonus room, fenced yard,
jacuzzi, community pool & tennis courts,
bike path to UCF call 321.299.5052.

i Buv anv tu Pizza !
iReceive 10 Winos !
l FREE! !

3bdl2ba immaculate home wlin min of
UCF $259,900. 100% financing
available. Several 1, 2 & 3 bdrm
condos from the low $100s. Call today
for expert help w/ all of your real estate
needs. The Selby Group 407-482-8225.

I

PHO and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and writing.
www.customessay.com
1-888-345-8295

WRENWOOD CONDOS

First ' we. asked students everywhere what they
wanted in an apartment, then we gave it to them:

Affordable luxury amenities
designed around actual
student life.
.........

A place that's conducive to studying, with built-in social
life, and a double dose of live-on-your-own,
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make.:.your-own-choices,

>-

off-campus FREEDOM!
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407.277.4007

3Bd/2.5Ba/1 Ga Waterford VIiia For
Sale. Walk to Town Center and just 3
mlles from UCF. Gated Community,
Pool, Basketball & Playground.
Excellent Location II $270,000
Call Mike@ 407-310-6583
College Style Living.
4 Bdrms, 2.5 Bath. In F!egency Park,
less than 2 ml from UCF. 249k.
If Interested, call 386-760-6603.
4/2 for sale in Rybolts Reserve. 1,952 sq
ft, wl pool, solar heating, conservation
area, & pond. 2 mi from UCF. East on
McCulloch. $375 k. Call 407-383-8595
MUST SELL. 412 home open
floor plan. Tile throughout.
Vaulted celllngs. 283k.
Call 407-761-2311
Moss Park area, 2 bed/ 2 1/2 bath with
loft, 1306 sq ft of LA close to new UCF
Medical ctr, 417 and 528. Brand New
$264,900. Call Patsy Woody PA Hunter
Real Estate Services, 407-888-9898.
UCF Students,
Graduate to Home Ownership".
JUST $2500 DOWN.
NO CLOSING COST. Luxurious 1, 2,
and 3 BDR Condos. Waterford Lakes,
407-737-0529. www.thecrestlife.com
Immaculate 51312 in beautiful Tanner
Crossing. 2798 sqlft wl tons of upgrades.
Built in 2001 . A steal at $359,900
Call Amber at 407-496-8286

UCF/Carillon
513 Excellent Condition. Perfect for
family/student. Walk/bike to
Grade/High SchooVUCF $318K
407-421-3223
Oviedo-Alafaya Wds 312 FSBO. $215K
New rooflfencelappl./ home warranty
Pictures at www.obhomesite.'3m
r I Cara@ 407-460-2148 for more info

UrlM/18106 1

1, 2 and 3-bedroom condos.
·
Concrete Bloc·k Construction, single
story. Conversion property, major
renovation Inside & out. Priced from
the $120's. 6 mlles to UCF.
407-657-9604 or
www.wrenwoodcondos.com

PIANO LESSONS -- Experienced and
trained wltheory. Flexible hours &
meeting locations. $20/hr. 407-362·4046

· Ready to Buy or Sell a Home?
Let me help youl Familiar with East
Orlando, investment properties, condos,
family homes. Experienced, hardworking realtor. Nancy Walt, EXIT Realty
(407)765-6127 www.NancyWolt.com
NancyExitRealty@yahoo.com

1ST TIME HOME BUYERS SEMINAR
FREE @ Hunter Real Estate Services
May 6th@ 12:30 Food & Drinks
3911 East Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32803, 407-438-2134

100% FREE Online Dating.
99 WHITE VW JETTA GLS
5 SPEED MANUAL, 18 lN WHITE RIMS
85K MILES, PWR WINDOWS, PWR
LOCKS, KEYLESS ENTRY, TINTS
ASKING $5000 OR BIO
CALL DONNA @ 646-773-8705

No trial period, no restrictions. It Is
really 100% FREE. Join and use
Instantly. www.MyAreaSingles.com
MOTORCYCLE TRANSPORT
$0.49/mlle plus service fee
www.transportermover.com
Call 407.963.6980

Pool Table, Regulation Size.
Brand new felt. $700.
Call Andy at 407-399-1615
PC'S/PENTIUM 4 - XP, Office, 512 ram,
120 gig, $250-$700. Must See, Great
Deal! 407-389-1670

Unplanned Pregnancy?
. Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life I Fla. 'License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-303-1573

Derek
Congrats on graduating. I want you to
know that I am so proud of you and what
you have accomplished.
I love you so muchl
Love Lindsey

-

MATH TUTOR-- Graduate student at
UCF. Algebra, trig, pre-calculus, &
calculus 1-111. $201hr, flexible hours. Call
Victor 407-362-4046

f

Cash 4 Used Textbooks in good
condition, tight binding, moderate wear.
Under 2 yrs. Email Tiiie, Edition, and
ISBN to yorkiesrgreat @yahoo.com

•

)

Fully Furnished
Luxury!
8

~

24-hour high-speed Internet
service in all four bedrooms
CABLE TV programming with
68 channels plus HBO.

Unlimited local phone service
(private line in each bedroom),
and all utilities included!
FREE shuttle bus service
to ahd from UCF campus

WHAT RESIDENTS SAY:

Wi-Fi Hotspots FREE!

Movie Theater with
stadium seating

UNIVERSITY
OFCENTRAL ·
R.ORIDA

"Community features
are excellent, and there
are extracurricular activities going on all the
time."

"I've lived in Riverwind
for three years and it's
been apleasure. There's
no other collegiate
complex I' rather be

at."

)

"Riverwind has been a "Riverwind meets all my
safe haven for my good ·needs! It'snear UCF, the
friends and I over the
apartment is very comfortpast two years. Over this able and home-like, and
time I've witnessed
the complex is kept very
first-hand the quick
clean and up to standards.
response and caring
Topping if off is areasonattitude of the manage- able rent that includes
rnent and staff.."
everything, even a
24-hour courtesy guard!"

)

)

CONDOS FROM ONLY THE $160s!
. • 1, 2 and 3 Bedroom Condominium Homes
all with dens

• Granite counters, stainless steel appliances,
hardwof)dfloors, GE washers and dryers,
wine refrigerators - STANDARD
• Minutes from the airport, downtown,
shopping and theme parks

• Swimming, picnic cabana and dog park
• Gated community
To vlslt: From Ori do1 t.a the £..W Expressway
(SR 408) to Semoran Blvd. (SR 436) and proceed
south to curry Ford Rd. Tum rlaht (~then left
onto Dbde 8e Dr. to communtty on
left.
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